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Abstract

An important subfield within philology is etymology, the study of words 

and their origins. This thesis combines philology and etymology with computational 

techniques to quantify the large-scale relationships between words in the English 

language. Specifically, using English headwords, definitions, and etymology data from 

Wiktionary, graphs were constructed of English words and their relationships in 

etymology and meaning. These graphs were then examined to test for any correlation 

between etymological and semantic associations in the graphs. No clear correlation was 

found, meaning relationships in etymology are not a reliable guide to relationships in 

meaning in the English language. 
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Introduction

Humankind has long had an interest in the workings of language, but only 

relatively recently have we truly understood many of its intricacies, especially the process

of how language changes over time (Skeat 9, 104-105). The laws and principles of this 

process of change have been identified, and have allowed for greater understanding of 

language and its evolution. This field is known as philology, and along with its subfield 

of etymology, (Skeat 125; Turner 13-14, 26) will be the focus of this study.

A key component of the field of philology was (and is) the study of 

etymology, that is, the origins of words and how they relate to one another. It is an age-

old discipline, dating back to the Classical period, which attempts to explain how words 

came to be, and (in some aspects) how they acquired the meaning that they did (Turner 

13-14, 26). While the techniques of etymology have been much changed over time, it is 

still of great value to us today. As an example, it is etymology that tells us that our word 

“tide” (as in the tides of the ocean) is derived from a word meaning “time” (“Time, n., 

Int., and Conj.”), and that “language” itself comes from a Latin word meaning “tongue” 

(meaning both language and the physical organ) (“Tongue, n.”), a set of meanings shared 

with our English word “tongue” (“Tongue, n.”).

Etymology is also valuable in reconstructing the meanings of words in 

ancient texts, where the original definitions of the words have been lost to us. If we know

what words in other languages are related to (or more properly, cognate with, roughly 

meaning the word is a “cousin” of the word in question through language evolution, like 

Old English kyning and German König) (“King, n.”), we can, given enough cognates, use
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that information to attempt to make a prediction as to the meaning of the unknown word, 

and thereby read what would have otherwise been lost to us, (although as cognate words 

can often vary in meaning, studying cognates can give us incomplete information) (Ringe

and Eska, 231).

Etymology has been practiced, in one form or another, for millennia, 

however, it wasn’t until the 19th century, and the work of Jacob Grimm and his 

successors, for a truly “scientific” theory of language change to emerge in the form of 

philology. The first philologists transformed etymology into a science, explaining the 

relationships between languages and the change in languages over time through a system 

of scientific, testable laws and principles that have become the foundation of the modern 

study of philology. Philology (along with its sibling, linguistics) is now able to reliably 

explain not only how a word’s form changes, but also to explain how a word’s meaning 

changes and how new words can be derived from older words (Skeat 5-7; Turner 133, 

232). 

For the English language (which will be the focus of this investigation), 

we now have, in the form of the Oxford English Dictionary, an etymological dictionary 

with hundreds of thousands of entries, most, if not all, of which detail a word’s meaning, 

origin, history, and relationships to other words (“About | Oxford English Dictionary”). 

Given this quantity of information, you might even assume that the question of language 

evolution has been “solved”, at least for English, as most every word has been cataloged 

in the OED and its etymology determined. However, I contend that all of these studies 
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have, due to technical limitations, overlooked one important perspective on the 

relationships between words in English.

Most if not all of this previous research has been on the level of individual

words or groups of words, as opposed to looking at the language as a whole, in aggregate 

(Drout, personal communication). This fact is not totally unexpected given that until the 

rise of the computer, the sheer scale of such a task would have put it far out of the realm 

of feasibility. The Oxford English Dictionary took 71 years to fully investigate 400,000 

words (“History of the OED”); also correlating that many words by hand on top of that 

would have been an unimaginable task. For instance, comparing every pair of words in 

the OED would result in approximately 1.6*1011 potential pairs of words to examine, far 

beyond what is reasonable to do by hand. However, with the computing power available 

to us today, it is possible to perform this task on a computer. It is still a large operation, 

but it is indeed feasible. 

We present an examination of the connections between words in the 

English language, both by meaning and by etymology. This study examines, in aggregate,

how English words are related to each other in their meaning (which will here be termed 

a “semantic link”), how they are related to each other by shared common etymology 

(which will here be termed an “etymological link”), and how those two sets of links relate

to each other. A semantic link occurs when the meaning of the two words relate to one 

another, like “idea” and “thought”, and indicates that in the mind of a speaker, the two 

concepts are likely related to one another. In contrast, an etymological link means (to use 

a biological analogy) that the two words share a common ancestor in a language other 
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than English, regardless of whether the concepts are still related in the mind of a speaker 

at all (for example, “fiction” and “dough”, which share a Proto-Indo-European root) 

(Drout, personal communication).

This investigation was done by considering the language as a graph, or 

connectome (Drout, personal communication), where words are nodes and links are 

edges, and applying existing algorithms and techniques used for graphs to the English 

language, to hopefully for the first time, see on a large scale how semantic and 

etymological links relate to each other, and what that may reveal about the process of 

language evolution, and how etymology may affect meaning in the English language. Our

fundamental question from this analysis is whether the examination of etymology can 

shed light on aspects of language, such as semantic relationships, that extend beyond 

simply determining the history of words. Specifically, the question this study seeks to 

answer is whether the fact that two words are related etymologically have an effect, even 

subtly, on the relationship of their meanings.

Background

Words can be related in many ways: by meaning, by historical 

relationship, by orthography (spelling), and by sound. Many of these relationships have 

been used in attempts to reconstruct the history of language (Skeat 9, 72), but the 

historical (etymological) relationship has been the most valuable (Skeat 72). Philology, of

which etymology is a part, began with the ancient Greeks and their attempts to determine 
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the original and correct version of the works of Homer in the Library at Alexandria. 

There were many different manuscripts of Homer’s works, all copies of other older 

manuscripts, which themselves were copies of even older manuscripts, and so on (Turner 

7-12). In their attempts to determine the correct text of Homer, librarians invented many 

of the methods of textual philology, such as the comparison of multiple manuscripts to 

determine the content of the original text they derived from, a system of annotation 

symbols denoting the textual history and accuracy of the manuscript, and even the first 

glossary (i.e. a list of words and their meanings in alphabetical order), from which was 

derived all future dictionaries (Turner 13-14). 

Independently, similar principles of textual criticism were practiced in 

translating Jewish religious texts, written in Hebrew, into Greek, introducing the concept 

of simultaneously determining the original text, and translating it in a way that reflects its

meaning accurately (Turner 12-13). A major early product of this task was the Greek 

translation of the Torah known as the Septuagint (Turner 13). With the rise of 

Christianity, the same process was applied to their religious texts, also benefiting from 

the fact that, due to its origin as a sect of Judaism, Christianity shared a significant 

number of religious texts with Judaism at this early stage (Turner 12-13). At the same 

time, Aristarchus and Dionysius Thrax had begun to work out the principles of language, 

including the first detailed examination of (Greek) grammar, and from both these 

discoveries and the search for accuracy in manuscripts came the study of etymology, 

beginning a tradition of the creation of grammars of a language that continues to this day 

(Turner 13-14).
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These studies continued into the Roman period similarly, but were greatly 

diminished in the medieval era, though they did not truly cease. For instance, Isidore of 

Seville wrote his Etymologies, one of the seminal philological works of the Middle Ages 

(Turner 26), which attempted to trace many Latin words back to their origins, continuing 

in a way the classical tradition of philology. In the later Middle Ages however, much 

philological work was displaced by philosophy and logic under the influence of a school 

of thought known as Scholasticism, the result being that traditional classical-era 

philology was mostly abandoned during the later portions of this era, not to be truly 

revived until the Renaissance (Turner 27-29). In its place was a more philosophical and 

abstract understanding of language and grammar. However, not all of the original ancient 

works of philology were lost, as even if they were not heavily used to continue the 

discipline, scribes still copied and preserved these works in monasteries, which resulted 

in the fact that when the Renaissance did come, the knowledge from the Classical period 

had survived in the form of texts, waiting for someone to read them (Turner 28-29). The 

Renaissance brought about a return to the Classical study of philology, with the 

rediscovery of ancient Roman philological texts, though due to the vast distance in time 

between them and the ancient civilizations that were their interest, they shifted the focus 

of philology overall from more contemporary texts (i.e. Greeks and Romans studying 

their own texts), or at least texts from the “same culture”, to ancient texts from long-

fallen civilizations (Turner 33-38).

Many of the etymologies produced in these periods were not very 

accurate, at least according to modern scientific principles. For example, the Etymologies
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of Isidore of Seville are filled with imaginative etymologies that, although clever and 

entertaining, according to modern scientific principles, would be totally incorrect. For 

example, according to his Etymologies, "A ‘cauterizing iron’ (cauterium), as if the word 

were cauturium, because it burns (urere), and a forewarning and severe cautioning 

(cautio) is branded on the animal so that greed may be restrained when the owner is 

identified." (Isidore of Seville 406). This is highly imaginative, but today we know that 

cauterium is thought to be that it is a loanword from Greek into Latin (Barney 24; 

“cauterium”), originally from the Greek καυτήριον, also meaning “branding iron” 

(“καυτήριον”). In Isidore’s time, etymology apparently functioned differently though, as 

his imaginative etymologies were not just acceptable, but highly popular indeed 

throughout the Middle Ages (Turner 28).

The birth of modern philology in the 19th century occurred when European

philologists began to study Sanskrit and noted the similarity between that language, 

Latin, and Greek, raising the genuine possibility of tracing back languages long-separated

to a common origin. However, the mechanism of language divergence was still unclear. 

Until Rasmus Rask, who noted a general pattern of consonant changes in Germanic 

languages (Skeat 104-105). Rask’s explanation was still rough and not yet fully 

formalized into scientific principles though. That final step would come from the work of 

Jacob Grimm and Karl Verner. Jacob Grimm (of Brothers Grimm fame) expanded on 

Rask’s work and described the consonant changes Rask noted as a system of consistent 

consonant shifts separating Germanic from other Indo-European languages, and another 

set of shifts separating High German from the rest of Germanic. Specifically, he noted 
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commonalities between words such as father, pater, and Vater, or beech, fagus, and Buche

(Skeat 140; “Beech”).  Grimm’s formalization of this principle was the key step that 

marked philology’s transition to being a science. However, Grimm’s system of consonant

shifts still had a seemingly-random assortment of exceptions (Skeat 145-147). 

The real proof that philology was becoming a science, was due to the 

contribution of Karl Verner, who recognized the specific pattern of the exceptions to 

Grimm’s Law, and devised his own principle, Verner’s Law, which explained the 

exceptions to Grimm’s. The laws of sound change were thus found to be exact and 

without exception, as would be expected for a scientific law as opposed to a rough 

general pattern (Skeat 145-148).

The rise of scientific philology led to an explosion in the popularity of 

philology and etymology. Suddenly, these approaches were being applied, not just to 

Germanic and Indo-European, but to the Classical languages of Latin and Greek as well. 

Furthermore, even within Indo-European, scientific philological methods were growing 

in use. One outcome of the popularity of scientific philology was that in 1857, the 

Philological Society of London began a project they referred to as the New English 

Dictionary. This was to be an etymological dictionary of the entire English language, 

using the new techniques and knowledge from scientific philology and etymology. It 

expanded into a vast project, unfinished until 1928, 71 years later. Then, it contained 

approximately 400,000 words traced back to their origins, and the OED has expanded 

since to include around 600,000 words (“History of the OED”; Turner 142, 252-253). 
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Surprisingly given its huge popularity in the 19th Century, the term 

“philology” is somewhat obscure today. This does not mean that the studies that were 

previously covered by the name philology have died out, although some areas have 

indeed faded from prominence (Turner ix-xi; Drout personal communication). For 

instance, philology included the production of critical editions of texts, something that is 

still done to this day (Turner 232). Much of the study of language on its own has been 

folded into linguistics, with the study of culture, texts and history being split between 

history and anthropology (Turner 303-305,339-344). However, the study of language 

evolution and history, as involved in comparative philology and related subfields (the 

type of philology that Rask and Grimm pioneered, and that led to the OED), has 

somewhat diminished since (Drout, personal communication).

Past research into etymology and meaning, such as the OED just 

mentioned, has focused on examining one or a small number of words at a time. Even 

though the OED covers all of English, it considers each word individually, and even 

doing that took many decades (71 years from the commencement of the project to the 

completion of the first edition) (“History of the OED”). In the pre-computer era, all of the

work had to be done by hand. If an attempt had been made back then to look at all the 

words in English together at once, the sheer number of comparisons involved would have

likely meant the project would have taken an unimaginable amount of time and effort. 

Since early computers were less powerful, it would have even then still either taken too 

long to run (or failed to run at all), or it would have been prohibitively expensive to 
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obtain a sufficiently powerful computer that could run it in a reasonable amount of time, 

meaning that before now, this type of analysis would have likely been impractical.

This study will, through a computational analysis of the associations of 

words in English, attempt to to answer the question of whether or not words being 

etymologically connected makes their meanings more connected than they otherwise 

would have been. The method by which this question will be examined centers around 

two types of associations between words which will here be termed semantic links and 

etymological links. Conceptually, a semantic link occurs when two words are related in 

meaning, for example “word” and “language”. These two words would be considered as 

having a semantic link between them, because the concept of a “word” is related to the 

concept of a “language”. Semantically linked words do not have to be synonyms or even 

near-synonyms, just related. Conceptually, an etymological link is simply when two 

words share a common ancestor at some point in the past. Unlike a semantic link, an 

etymological link may not be evident to a speaker of the language just from knowledge of

the words and their meanings, since the words need not relate in meaning. To use a 

biological analogy, semantic links are like looking at the physical traits of an organism 

alone, and basing relationships on whether two organisms share enough traits. 

Etymological links then would be like sequencing the organisms’ genomes and 

determining, phylogenetically, if they are related through a common ancestor, and if so, 

how recently.

There are three additional types of links known to us, which will not be 

studied here, but will be listed and described for the sake of completeness: cultural links, 
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phonetic links, and orthographic links. Cultural links are where two words are linked due 

to being connected in some element of a culture (e.g. myths, religion, folktales), such as 

“garden” and “serpent” because of the story of Adam and Eve. Phonetic links are 

connections between two words that sound similar, irrespective of their meaning. 

Orthographic links are connections between two words that are written similarly, 

irrespective of their meaning or sound. For the purposes of this study, only semantic and 

etymological links are being considered.

Determining all the semantic and etymological links between words in a 

language gives you two large graphs: one for semantic links, and one for etymological 

links. These graphs comprise the semantic and etymological connectomes of the English 

language, respectively. Extending the concept of etymological and semantic links based 

on this graph beyond the direct links just described produces the concepts of 

etymological and semantic distance, which is a measure of how “far apart” two words are

in the graph. Precisely, the etymological or semantic distance between two words is the 

number of edges on the shortest path between those words in the graph.

The question we seek to answer is whether these two types of associations:

etymological and semantic links, are in any way associated with each other on a large 

scale, and through that, whether etymology influences meaning. That is, whether words 

sharing an etymology tend to be somewhat associated semantically as well, or whether 

the two types of association are independent from each other. Our hypothesis is that there 

will indeed be some correlation between etymological and semantic links, meaning that 
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words like “fiction” and “dough” (sharing a Proto-Indo-European root) are likely to be 

more semantically linked than etymologically unrelated words.

If there is indeed a correlation between semantic and etymological links, 

that would imply that etymological relationships are reflected in the conceptual 

connections between words in the mind of a speaker, therefore implying that clusters of 

words related by etymology would stay together over time semantically, even if the link 

is subtle. Or in simpler terms, if this is indeed true, then a word’s etymology has a 

significant influence on its meaning, even over long spans of time.

Methods

Overview

In this dataset, a “semantic link”, as explained previously, is present 

between two words if one word uses the other word in its definition. This link is not 

considered directional (i.e. “undirected”): if word A uses word B in its definition, it is 

exactly the same as if word B used word A in its definition. The process of finding these 

links results in an undirected graph where the vertices are words, and the edges are 

semantic links.

An “etymological link” is formally defined as follows: Given words A, B, 

and C, where words A and B are in English and word C is not in English, there is an 

etymological link between words A and B when word A is etymologically related to word
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C, and word B is etymologically related to word C as well. As with semantic links, these 

are not directional, and are used to connect words into an undirected graph.

These two graphs are compared by taking random samples of words each 

from a shared set of words contained in both graphs, and calculating the distances 

between every pair of nodes in each sample, for both etymological and semantic links. 

These distances are then averaged for each sample, and correlation is quantitatively 

determined using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Yeager) on the mean distances, as 

well as using a Mantel test on the raw matrices. In addition, small sections of the 

semantic and etymological link graphs are rendered and displayed for visual examination 

of the semantic and etymological links and their structure.
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Figure 1: An outline of the steps performed in this analysis. Ovals are data and 
arrows represent operations. Boxes are either initial inputs or final outputs from the
analysis.



Preprocessing Definition Data

A set of words and definitions, ultimately derived from Wiktionary, was 

obtained from https://github.com/dan1wang/jsonbook-builder in JSON format (Wang). 

As this dataset contained languages other than English, and placed individual words in 

JSON files inside a complex folder structure, which was not suitable for the analysis to be

performed, a Python script (The Python Language Reference — Python 3.10.4 

Documentation) (format_dataset.py)1 was created and used to extract the English words 

from the dataset and place them into a single tab-delimited file. In addition, as this data 

included much that was not part of the definition itself, such as code for templates, usage 

examples, and links to other entries, this script also parsed the definition text to eliminate 

as much of this extraneous content as possible, to obtain a file containing simply 

headwords and definitions.

Identification of Semantic Links

 To find semantic links, the preprocessed file of headwords and definitions

from the previous section was then processed using another custom script (main.py)1. 

This script read in all the definitions in order to find semantic links by reading in all the 

headwords and definitions, and putting the headwords into a Python dictionary object. 

Next, the algorithm iterated over the definitions word-by-word, checking if each word is 

1 All scripts not otherwise sourced are found in this project’s GitHub repository at 
https://github.com/Valiec/english-connectome.
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a known headword. If a known headword is found in a definition, this creates a semantic 

link between the headword found and the headword to which the definition belonged.

The data as read in was not yet ready for further processing, as it 

contained “stop words”: very common, often functional, words, such as “is”, “because”, 

“of”, “and”, and the like. These words must be first removed from the dataset, because 

while a word such as “and” will indeed be found in the definition of many words, it does 
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Figure 2: A demonstration of semantic link detection using an example definition for 
"word" (this is not the actual definition for "word" in the dataset). All words in the 
Headwords box are presumed to have been cataloged as headwords. The first step shows 
the original definition. The second shows stop words (in red) being removed. The third 
shows the definition treated as a list of words and used together with the headwords list 
to detect semantic links. Each arrow from the definition to the headwords list represents a
newly detected semantic link.



not usefully indicate any semantic connection between that word and the word “and”. A 

list of stop words was obtained from https://github.com/stopwords-iso/stopwords-en 

(Stopwords English (EN)) and used to filter out stop words from the data set. 

However, even after this filtering, attempting to visualize segments of the 

resulting graph made it clear that there were further “dictionary-specific stop words”, 

such as “relating” or “quality” present in the data set. These words were not present in the

list used, likely since they would not be stop words in normal prose text. However, a 

dictionary has a specific format, and certain words such as these are exceptionally 

common as a result, and therefore should be treated as stop words. As a result, further 

filtering was performed to remove these words as well before proceeding to further 

analysis

Identification of Etymological Links

For these links, a comma-separated value (CSV) file compiling 

Wiktionary etymology data (sourced from https://github.com/droher/etymology-db) was 

used as the data source (Roher). A script (preproc_etymology.py) 1 was used to read in all 

etymology entries involving English from this dataset. This script read in each line from 

this CSV and looked for entries where the main term (listed first) was in English and the 

second term (listed second) was not in English. These pairs were combined into “half-

links”. After accumulating a list of these “half-links”, this list of “half-links” was iterated 

over to find pairs of “half-links” that shared the same non-English word. Each of these 
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pairs of “half-links” became an etymological link between the two English words 

involved.

However as with semantic links, this data was also not yet ready to 

directly process, as it contained “stop words” just as the semantic links data did. The 

same procedure as used there was used to filter stop words (and dictionary-specific stop 

words) from the dataset before any further processing was performed.

Word-to-Word Distance Calculation

Distances were calculated for 80 random samples of 2500 words each in 

the etymological and semantic links graphs. The distance between any two words was 

defined as the length, in edges, of the shortest path through the graph from one word to 

the other. The distances within each sample were then averaged, and the average 

distances plotted on a graph where each point is a sample, its x coordinate is the average 

semantic distance, and its y coordinate is the average etymological distance. This analysis

was repeated for the same graphs, but with 80 samples of 1000 words each in order to test

the effect of sample size. Additionally, a third version of the analysis was performed, 

again with 2500 words, but with all etymological links involving root words (e.g. Proto-

Indo-European) (tagged as “has_root” in the data set) removed, in order to see what 

impact links to root words might have.
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Random Sampling

As a result of the large size of the connectome graphs, random samples of 

nodes and edges from the graphs for this analysis were created by randomly selecting the 

appropriate number of words (see below) from a list of all words that appear in both the 

semantic and etymological link graphs to be compared, then using that list, finding all 

edges that are only between nodes in that sample (sample_nodes.py)1. The overall list of 

nodes present in both graphs was created by determining the sets of nodes in each graph 

(get_nodes.py)1, then determining the intersection of these two sets of nodes 

(intersect.py)1. This intersected list was then given to sample_nodes.py to create the 

random samples. Each random sample of a given size n is composed of three files: a list 

of nodes in the sample, a CSV containing etymological link edges between nodes in the 

sample, and a CSV containing semantic link edges between nodes in the sample.
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Sample Size Determination

The appropriate sample size to use was determined by plotting the number

of edges in random samples of various sizes (sample_check.py)1 to determine if there is 

any significant “cutoff” value where the number of edges drastically changed, which 

might influence the ideal choice of sample size. The edge count for each sample size was 

the average of 5 separate random samples of that size to reduce random variation. Two 
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Figure 3: An example graph demonstrating the random sampling algorithm. In this case, 
nodes 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14,and 15 were selected to be part of the random sample. All 
edges and nodes shown with solid lines will be part of the sample, and all edges and 
nodes shown with dashed lines will be filtered out.



sets of sizes were tested: one ranging from 1000 to 20000 in increments of 1000, and 

another ranging from 1000 to 10000 in increments of 100.

As both were increasing smoothly (meaning there was no special reason to

choose one value over another except that while bigger samples have more data, they 

require longer run times), a value of 2500 words was selected somewhat arbitrarily for 

reasons of runtime (see results). This value was used for four out of the nine batches of 

samples (see below), with the only exception being one batch run with a sample size of 

1000 to test the effect of sample size.

Comparing Word-to-Word Distances

As there were very large numbers of nodes and in both the semantic and 

etymological links outputs (467,397 and 38,516 nodes and 1,655,208 and 968,804 edges 

after stop word removal, respectively), it was computationally not feasible to individually

determine the distance between every single pair of words. Doing so would have 

involved 2.2•1011 node pairs in total (for both combined). The distances are determined in

a breadth-first traversal of the graph (LeBlanc, personal communication) starting from 

each node, the traversal of 8.1•1011 edges. An attempt to do so in parallel with 10 

processes (using Python’s multiprocessing library) on a MacBook Pro was terminated 

after nearly a week of attempted processing for solely the etymological links. The 

analysis was instead done by picking random samples of 2500 words each (see below for 

sample size selection), determining all the pairwise semantic and etymological distances 
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among those words (25002-2500 = 6,247,500 pairs) using breadth-first search from each 

node through the graph, then determining and comparing the mean semantic and 

etymological distances in each sample from that data. To further reduce the runtime, the 

search was capped at a distance of 7 edges from the starting node. In order to test the 

effect of sample size (see below), otherwise-identical analyses were run as well with 

1000 words per sample instead of 2500 words.
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Figure 4: An example graph demonstrating the concept of distance between two words. 
Distance is measured as the length of the shortest path (or any shortest path if there is 
more than one), in number of edges, between the two words' nodes in the graph. In this 
example, the distance between nodes 1 and 6 is 3 edges.



Testing Removal of Roots and Affixes

In order to examine the possibility that the presence of links through 

shared Proto-Indo-European (PIE) roots (a much greater separation in historical time than

other links in the data set) could be affecting the results, and that the same may be true of 

links resulting simply from shared affixes, alternate versions of the etymological links 

data were created containing no links involving PIE roots, only links involving PIE roots,

no links involving affixes (except for back-formation), and no links involving PIE roots 

or affixes. The analysis was repeated for each of these data sets for both samples of 2500 

words and 1000 words, with the sole exception of the set with only links involving PIE 

roots, for which the 2500-word analysis was skipped due to excessive runtime.

Graph Visualization and Identification of “Dictionary Stop Words”

Segments of the etymological and semantic link graphs were visualized in 

a two-step process. First, a Python script (graph_network.py)1 using the NetworkX 

library (Hagberg et al.) was used to convert the CSV of edges into a dot file, and then 

Graphviz was used to visualize the DOT file as an image. Due again to computing power,

this visualization was limited to subsets of the graph, as the entire graph has too many 

nodes and edges (hundreds of billions, see Comparing Word-to-Word Distances above for

exact counts) to visualize at once in a reasonable time.
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These subsets were selected by selecting a specific word, then including 

all words within a distance of 3 edges of that word. Then, this list of words was used to 

select edges that were only between nodes in that list. As the graph still contained large 

numbers of edges even after this filter, the list of edges was randomly downsampled 

before rendering, to a level that would produce a reasonably legible graph. After 

downsampling, this set of edges was then used as a subset of the graph to visualize using 

graph_network.py and Graphviz (using the sfdp layout engine, as the graph was still very 

large) from above.

Statistical Tests

In order to quantitate the correlation (or lack thereof) between 

etymological links, two statistical tests were run. First, a Pearson correlation was run on 

each set of 80 mean etymological and semantic distances using R (R Core Team) and the 

Tidyverse (Wickham et al.) using an R script (pearson.R)1. Additionally, in an attempt to 

detect correlations that may be hidden by the averaging process (and not falsely identify 

correlations that are merely artifacts of the averaging process), a Mantel test (with 1000 

permutations)  was performed on the raw distance matrices for each sample, and the 

resulting p-values for each batch of 80 samples aggregated using an R script (R Core 

Team; Wickham et al.) (mantel.R)1 using an R known as vegan (Oksanen et al.) run by a 

Bash script (mantel.sh)1.
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Results

Graph Visualization

Segments of the etymological and semantic link graphs centered around 

the word “fiction” and extending a maximum of four levels beyond it were visualized 

using Graphviz as described above. Both graphs were downsampled by different amounts

to ensure the density of nodes and edges does not render the graph illegible. The amounts 

will be noted in the captions for each figure. 

For illustrative purposes, the words “finger”, “dough”, and “fiction” (and 

links directly connecting those three) are all exempt from downsampling and will always 

appear. In addition, the words “phyllo” and “type” were retained, as they formed an 

(arbitrarily-chosen) path between “fiction” and “dough” in the semantic links graph. To 

ensure the words directly connected to the starting word are not almost all downsampled 

out of the graph (e.g. in favor of a large cluster like the one centered around “type”), the 

words directly connected to the starting word have a three times more likely chance of 

being retained as other words. In the following graphs, the nodes “fiction” and “dough” 

are shown as red and bold hexagons, and all edges (but not nodes) in the graphs along the

path between “fiction” and “dough” are shown in red and bold.
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Figure 5: Semantic links centered around “fiction”, downsampled to include only
1% of nodes overall (3% of nodes connecting to “fiction” directly).



It is clear that the overall topologies of these two graphs are quite 

different. Whereas the semantic links graph (Figure 5) is structured around a small 

number of “hub” nodes (e.g. “fiction”, “type”, and “current”), each which connects to a 

large number of other nodes, a small number of which are other “hub” nodes, the 

etymological links graph (Figure 6) is structured around extensively cross-linked clusters 

of nodes. While there are “hub” nodes in the etymological links graph, they are less 

prominent than the cross-linked clusters. 

Consider a specific example: while the words “fiction” and “dough” are 

connected etymologically (they share a Proto-Indo-European root), and semantically 

(through “type”), the overall structures of the connections in the two graphs are distinctly 

different. The semantic links graph (Figure 5) mainly connects fiction to various genres 

or types of fiction (e.g. “fan fiction” and “penny dreadful”), and other words and terms 
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Figure 6: Etymological links centered around “fiction”, downsampled to include 
only 30% of nodes overall (90% of nodes connecting to “fiction” directly).



connecting to fiction, as well as connecting to the word “type”, which then connects to a 

large number of other words denoting types of things (including “phyllo”, which then 

connects to “dough”). In the etymological links graph (Figure 6), besides connecting to 

“dough”, “fiction” is instead part of a heavily linked cluster of words including “fictive”, 

“figure”, “dough”, “dairy”, and “figment” (presumably all from the same PIE root). This 

data appears to indicate that etymological and semantic links occur following different 

general principles and patterns, and may or may not correlate on a large scale.
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Figure 7: Semantic links centered around “dough”, downsampled to include 
only 1% of nodes overall (3% of nodes connecting to “dough” directly).



Examining the same graphs for the word “dough”, the same pattern is clear.

On the semantic links graph (Figure 7), “dough” links to words having to do with dough 

and baking such as “pizza sauce” and “flaky pastry”, as well as connections to related 

“hub” concepts such as “shape” and “type” (via “phyllo”) (through which it connects to 

“fiction”).  On the etymological links graph (Figure 8), “dough” is in the same cluster as 

it was on the graph centered on “fiction”, containing words such as “figure”, “figment”, 

“unfeigned”, and “feint”. To confirm if the overall structural differences apply on a larger

scale, the graphs for “fiction” were re-rendered, but this time downsampled to 10% of 

nodes (with no increased chance for nodes directly connected to “fiction”) for semantic 
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Figure 8: Etymological links centered around “dough”, downsampled to include 
only 30% of nodes overall (90% of nodes connecting to “dough” directly).



links, and not downsampled at all for etymological links, and with all nodes displayed as 

unlabeled points and edge widths reduced. The distance limit was increased from 4 to 5 

to obtain a view of a larger section of the graph. These graphs are shown in Figures 9 and

10.
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Figure 9:  A plot of semantic links within a distance of 5 from the word “fiction”, 
downsampled to include 10% of nodes.



It appears from these figures that the structural differences noted in the 

small-scale graphs above hold on a larger scale as well, as shown in Figures 8 and 9 

above. For semantic links (Figure 9), the sort-of hierarchical structure of many “hub” 

nodes persists at this scale, each of which has many edges connecting it to other nodes, 

which can either be other “hubs” (of varying sizes), or leaf nodes that was observed in the

smaller-scale figures. The structure of the graph in Figure 9 indicates that such a semi-
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Figure 10: A plot of etymological links within a distance of 5 from the word “fiction”.



hierarchical structure is simply how semantic links in English are laid out on a large 

scale. This conclusion makes logical sense as well, as given words exist in English for 

concepts at many levels of specificity (e.g. from a broad term like “fiction” down to 

something as specific as some very narrow sub-genre of fiction), and that it would be 

likely that a more specific word is semantically associated with the categories it belongs 

to, as well as the narrower words within it, meaning the structure of this graph is likely an

accurate reflection of the structure of semantic links in the English language.

Etymological links (Figure 10), however, show a distinctly different 

structure, where the graph is organized into many “clusters”, but unlike with “hub” nodes

in semantic links, these clusters do not center around a single core node, but are instead 

formed by the fact that all the nodes in the cluster are interlinked with each other. As with

the number of nodes around “hub” nodes in semantic links, clusters in etymological links 

vary in size as can be seen in Figure 10, from having a handful of nodes, to being so large

the number of nodes and edges cannot be discerned in the figure. This makes logical 

sense as well, given how the etymological links were determined in the first place. 

Specifically, as etymologically linked words are words sharing a common ancestor in 

another language, this can be thought of somewhat as linking “siblings” in a hierarchical 

layout together, which would, just as seen here, create clusters with no “central node” 

where the nodes in the cluster simply connect to each other. Therefore, this is likely 

reflecting a combination of the definition used for an etymological link (which favors a 

“sibling” relationship) and the actual large-scale connections of words by etymology in 

English.
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Sample Size Determination

To determine an ideal sample size for the random samples required for the 

averaged distance calculations (see methods above), the number of edges in samples of 

different sizes were graphed, to determine a sample size that balances runtime with 

interconnectedness of the graph.
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Figure 11: Plots of the mean (n=10) number of edges in random samples of varying 
sizes, taken from the etymological and semantic links graphs.



In Figure 11, the number of edges increases (relatively) smoothly but 

exponentially over all values tested (the graphs on the left are more jagged because their 

data points are at increments of 100, while the graphs on the right have data points at 

increments of 500). This result indicates that there is indeed no “cutoff value” above 

which the graph is more well-connected than it is for sample sizes below that value. The 

random variation in the line is likely due to random variation between individual samples,

as opposed to an effect of the sample size itself. The effect of this variation was partially 

handled by averaging 10 replicates at each sample size, which likely did reduce the 

variation but did not eliminate it entirely.

Two sample sizes were determined from these plots to be used for the 

analysis: 2500 words, to be the “main” sample size used for determining the correlation; 

and 1000 words, to be used for faster analysis runs and to determine the effect of sample 

size on the results.

Mean Distance Calculation

For the random-sample-averaging portion of the analysis, 720 data points 

were obtained, numbered 1-720 as follows, divided among 9 analyses (80 samples each). 

All data sets are a comparison of the original semantic links dataset against the 

etymological links dataset listed.
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Table 1: Summary of samples in analysis.

Sample Numbers Sample Size Etymological Link Set
sample_1-sample_80 2500 words Full set 

sample_81-sample_160 1000 words Full set

sample_161-sample_240 2500 words No PIE root links

sample_241-sample_320 1000 words No PIE root links, no affix links

sample_321-sample_400 1000 words Only PIE root links

sample_401-sample_480 1000 words No affix links

sample_481-sample_560 1000 words No PIE root links

sample_561-sample_640 2500 words No PIE root links, no affix links

sample_641-sample_720 2500 words No affix links

The data was plotted using matplotlib (Hunter) (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Scatter plot of mean etymological and semantic distances for all 720 
samples.



A visual examination of the plot (see below for statistical test) shows no 

obvious correlation between etymological and semantic links. If there had been a 

correlation, the points would have been expected to roughly cluster along a line (or 

curve) when plotted. However, there is no clear visual evidence of such a line or curve 

within any sample plotted. The clustering of nodes near x=5.5,y=4.5 (on the top right of 

the graph), and the wider clustering near the bottom center of the graph (x=2.0 to x=5.0 

and y=1.25 to y=4.0) for 1000-word samples (except for the PIE roots only sample, 

which will be discussed later) seems to merely be an effect of sample size, as it is 

consistent within all samples (except one) for each sample size. In addition (except for 

the PIE root links only samples), none of the experiments that removed specific types of 

etymological links from the dataset had a major effect on the plot, indicating that none of 

those types of links (PIE roots and affix-related links) were likely disproportionately 

affecting the average distances and skewing the output.

However, there is one sample that behaved unusually compared to the 

others: the 1000-word sample with only PIE-root etymological links. The etymological 

distances are in the same range as for other 1000-word samples, but the average semantic 

distance is much higher, closer to that for the 2000-word samples. It is not entirely clear 

what the reason for this is, but it is possibly a result of the fact that the set of words used 

was filtered to only those present in the PIE-roots-only etymological links data, meaning 

only words marked as sharing a PIE root (as opposed to being labeled with a different, 

newer linkage) would be included. This may have skewed the semantic distance higher 
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by eliminating closely-related words that only recently diverged (and may have simply 

had a more recent common ancestor listed in the data set instead of their PIE root).

Statistical Tests

To quantify the correlation (or lack thereof) between etymological and 

semantic links, a Pearson correlation was performed between the mean etymological and 

semantic distances for each set of 80 samples. The results are as below:

Table 2: Pearson correlation coefficients for samples in Table 1. Non-whole-number 
values have been rounded to six decimal places.

Sample Numbers Sample Size Etymological Link Set Pearson coefficient

sample_1-80 2500 words Full set 0.203146

sample_81-160 1000 words Full set 0.019092

sample_161-240 2500 words No PIE root links 0.069915

sample_241-320 1000 words No PIE root or affix links 0.029851

sample_321-400 1000 words Only PIE root links 0.041177

sample_401-480 1000 words No affix links 0.086728

sample_481-560 1000 words No PIE root links 0.156227

sample_561-640 2500 words No PIE root or affix links 0.055304

sample_641-720 2500 words No affix links 0.021767

As is shown in Table 2, all the correlation coefficients are extremely low 

(most are less than 0.1, and all are less than 0.21), which is quite low for a Pearson 

correlation (R Core Team; Wickham et al.; Yeager), confirming the absence of a 

correlation between the two data sets noted visually from the scatter plot. 
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As another method of quantitating the correlation between etymological 

and semantic links, a Mantel test (with 1000 permutations) was performed using the R 

package vegan (Oksanen et al.; R Core Team) and the Tidyverse (Wickham et al.).  This 

test was performed on each of the 720 samples (mantel.sh)1. To aggregate the results for 

each set of 80 samples, the number of Mantel p-values among the set that are less than 

0.05 were counted, as well as the mean p-value (rounded to 6 decimal places) 

(McCafferty, personal communication). The data is shown in the table.

Table 3: Mean and median Mantel p-values, as well as the MAD of p-values and counts 
of p-values < 0.05 for samples in Table 1. Non-whole-number values have been rounded 
to six decimal places. Sample size and etymological link sets are identical to those in 
Tables 1 and 2.

Samples P-values < 0.05 Mean p-value Median p-value MAD of p-values

1-80 0 0.995917 1 0

81-160 0 0.827872 0.946054 0.079980

161-240 0 0.999451 1 0

241-320 0 0.880894 0.977523 0.033325

321-400 11 0.476361 0.422078 0.466552

401-480 0 0.884578 0.976024 0.034066

481-560 0 0.869905 0.986014 0.020736

561-640 0 0.995480 1 0

641-720 0 0.997877 1 0

From Table 3, it is clear that there is no significant correlation between 

etymological and semantic links in this dataset. In all sample sets except sample_321-
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sample_400, there were no samples with a statistically significant Mantel p-value 

(p<0.05), and the average p-value was nearly 1 (as opposed to e.g. 0.7), meaning this data

does not appear to show a weak correlation just below the threshold of significance 

either. The only sample set with any p-values <0.05 (although even it only has 11 out of 

80 p-values <0.05),  sample_321-sample_400, is the anomalous 1000-word only-PIE-

roots sample which behaved oddly on the scatter plot, meaning that its greater 

significance is likely related to its apparent unusual nature, as opposed to indicating 

something about the broader question of an overall correlation involving all etymological 

links.

Conclusions

This study has successfully defined and assembled the etymological and 

semantic connectome graph for the English language based on the headwords, 

definitions, and etymology data from the Wiktionary project. By thinking of the 

connectome as a graph, and defining links in the connectome in relation to data found in 

a dictionary, this methodology has made made large-scale examinations of this sort 

practical not just in English, but given appropriate datasets, in other languages as well.

Regarding the original question that initiated this investigation, visual 

examination of the scatter plot, the Pearson correlation, and the Mantel test (see above) 

all indicate little-to-no correlation between the mean etymological and semantic distances

in any of the nine sets of samples in this study. This result confirms that as far as this 
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analysis can detect, there is no correlation between links in the semantic and etymological

connectomes in English. 

This lack of a correlation would mean that, contrary to our hypothesis, 

semantic and etymological links themselves are in fact uncorrelated, implying that the 

association of words by etymology has no impact on whether they are thought of as 

related by speakers of the language. Therefore, while meaning can sometimes follow 

from etymology “horizontally” (i.e. between two words in the same language, as opposed

to a word and its ancestors), this property does not hold on large scales, and how closely 

related two words are etymologically does not have a significant impact on their relation 

in meaning.

This is still a preliminary study, and there are multiple factors that may 

have resulted in the apparent lack of a correlation and affected the outcome. For one, due 

to limitations in computational power, this study compared the average distances within 

random samples of words, as opposed to the individual pair-wise distances of all or a 

(larger) sample of words, and it is possible that could have obscured a correlation. 

Runtime concerns also necessitated limiting the search depth for pairwise distances to 7 

edges, which could have potentially affected the data. Although, given the appearance of 

the 1000-word data, which averages significantly lower than the limit and should have 

therefore been less affected, it is unlikely that this by itself could have obscured a 

correlation. 

Another factor is the difference in the structure of the two graphs. The 

semantic links graph has 467,397 nodes and 1,655,208 edges, but the etymological links 
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graph has 38,516 nodes and 968,804 edges. Even from just these numbers it is clear the 

etymological links graph is far denser with edges than the semantic links graph. This is 

likely an effect of several properties of the data.

First, the dictionary definitions used for the semantic links data are rather 

short, usually a sentence or two. This results in fewer opportunities for related words to 

appear in the definitions, and as semantic links are determined from what words appear in

the definitions, this will produce fewer semantic links than would result from longer 

definitions for words. Meanwhile, the etymology is not affected by this issue, as it is not 

possible for parts of the etymology to be “missed” in this fashion. The result is two very 

different data sets, that may behave differently in the analysis.

Second, all etymological links, no matter how far back in time they go, are

given the same weight in this analysis, when it is possible more recent links would 

correlate differently from older links, potentially obscuring some of the result. For 

instance, two words that descend from a common ancestor in Norman French would have

the same distance (1 edge) as two words that only share a Proto-Indo-European (PIE) 

root. If in truth, words drift apart in meaning over time as their etymological position 

moves further into the past, then such a pattern would be totally obscured by this lack of 

data. Additionally, an etymological link can exist between two words merely for sharing 

an affix (e.g. the prefix “in-”), which may create many spurious, incidental relations 

which could obscure the true associations between words. However, it is clear the lack of 

a correlation is not simply due to the presence of links involving PIE roots, or involving 

affixes, as data sets without said links were tested, and removing the links had no impact 
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on the presence or absence of a correlation. Therefore, links involving PIE roots or 

affixes either did not affect the result significantly, or they only did so in conjunction with

another factor.

A potential method for incorporating some (but not all) of this 

chronological information reasonably given the current data set would be to assign each 

language a “time range”, and then pick a time within that range (likely in the middle, or 

at the time when the language was most used), and assign all words from that language to

that time. It is indeed a major simplification from the real history, where words can be 

borrowed from a language or diverge at multiple times, but assigning times in this 

manner would be an improvement on the current data. Additionally, this improvement 

can be obtained solely from the current dataset and background research into the 

languages present in that set, and would incorporate some data on the age of etymological

links without the need to individually obtain information on the age of each individual 

link. This chronological data could then be used to assign weights to the etymological 

link edges, which then could be used in etymological distance calculations.

Third, all semantic links may not be equally strong. It is possible that 

some words are more closely linked to a given word than others, even if they all appear in

the definition, because, for instance, one might be a core related concept, and the other is 

something more incidental to the word’s definition. Currently, as long as neither word is a

stop word, both cases would be treated as equally strong links, which also might obscure 

a correlation by ignoring the differing strength of links, just as with the etymological 

links (Drout, personal communication). 
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With regard to any effect from the methodology, the best way to be certain

that the sampling and averaging did not impact the results would be to actually calculate 

every individual pairwise distance in the entire graph, or at least among the 25,842 nodes 

they both share. For the 25,842 nodes present in both graphs, that would correspond to 

667.8 million pairwise distances. As distances in the graph could validly pass through 

words present in one graph but not the other, this is 25842*1655208 + 25842*968804 = 

67.8 billion edges to traverse. If only edges between nodes present in both graphs are 

retained, the number of edges to traverse is somewhat reduced to 25842*110383 + 

25842*639672 = 19.4 billion edges. 

To perform the analysis in a reasonable period of time (i.e. up to one week

computing time), 667 million pairwise distance calculations, involving, in total, either 

19.4 billion or 67.8 billion edge traversals would be required. Memory sufficient to hold 

the entire adjacency matrix in RAM at once would also be required (from testing, this is 

somewhere around 32 GB and is not the limiting factor). On the system this processing 

was attempted on for this study, it is estimated it would have taken multiple weeks to 

process the etymological link data alone. 

However, there are likely ways other than solely increased computing 

power to decrease the runtime and memory footprint of this analysis. Specifically, the 

code for this study is currently written in Python, an interpreted language. Python is 

convenient and fast enough for many applications, but to truly maximize performance, 

this portion of the analysis should be rewritten in a compiled language like C++. Due to 

C++ allowing for explicitly allocating memory, it is also possible to optimize RAM usage
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in this way. Therefore, combining a rewrite of the pairwise distance logic in C++ with 

greater computing power (ideally, this would include more CPU cores and more RAM, to

allow further parallelization of the distance computations) would be the best way to 

obtain the full pairwise etymological and semantic link data needed to confirm or rule out

this conclusion with certainty.

In summary, while further research is needed to confirm this result, the 

data from this study indicates that there is no clear large-scale consistent correlation 

between semantic and etymological links in the English language, meaning that 

etymology does not have a consistent influence on meaning in the English language. This

means that the study of etymology, while highly valuable for other purposes, is not a 

reliable guide to the associations between meanings of words in English. 

The techniques used in this study can be applied to examine many other 

questions regarding the linguistic connectome of the English language. For instance, 

phonetic and orthographic links could be added to the analysis alongside semantic and 

etymological links, as both of those types of links could plausibly be determined 

computationally on a large scale just as with the two types studied here (cultural links are 

likely impractical to computationally detect at a large scale, as they involve analysis of 

myths, folktales, culture, and similar material that cannot be as easily encoded).

Specifically, orthographic links could be determined using some form of 

edit-distance algorithm on the spelling of the words themselves, and phonetic links using 

a similar algorithm on the IPA rendering of the words’ spellings. These two connectomes 

could then be analyzed in a similar way to examine correlations, or all four could be 
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examined in some novel way as yet unknown. Additionally, given appropriate datasets, 

the same techniques could easily be applied to languages other than English as well.

Furthermore, a valuable future addition to the linguistic connectome 

toolkit discussed here would be a “connectome explorer” (Drout, personal 

communication). Such a tool would allow for the user to view arbitrary regions of the 

connectome and “explore” it by following links, to be able to view links in a certain 

radius around an arbitrary word (similarly to Figures 5-10 above), and to be able to view 

the shortest path between any two given words (Drout, personal communication; 

LeBlanc, personal communication). This would allow for a researcher to quickly and 

easily examine the connectome manually for regions of interest on a smaller scale, 

enabling it to be used to investigate even more potential questions. In conclusion, this 

study, and the results regarding semantic and etymological links in English, is only the 

beginning of the potential avenues of research opened and the questions that can be 

answered through the study of linguistic connectomes.
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Appendix: Source Code Used For Analysis

The source code used in this study is included below. This source code is a

copy of the code in this project’s GitHub repository (located at 

https://github.com/Valiec/english-connectome) at commit 

03998daf83ee312c8d28c48be81e7f2b38cfc8cb, uploaded on May 16, 2022.

aggregate_mantel.py

# Calculates the mean Mantel p-value and the number of p-values <0.05

# Usage: python3 aggregate_mantel.py <data CSV>

import sys

mantel = []

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:
for line in f:

if line.startswith("sample,"):
continue  # skip header

line_split = line.split(",")
line_split[0] = line_split[0].strip()
line_split[1] = float(line_split[1].strip())
line_split[2] = float(line_split[2].strip())
mantel.append(line_split)

means = []

counts = []

for i in range(int(len(mantel)/80)):
means.append(0)
counts.append(0)

ind = 0
i = 0
for line in mantel:

means[ind]+=line[1]
if line[1] < 0.05:

counts[ind]+=1
i+=1
if i == 80:

i=0
ind+=1

i = 0
for val in means:

means[i] = means[i]/80.0
i+=1

print("set,mean,count")
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for i in range(len(means)):
print("set_"+str(i+1)+","+str(means[i])+","+str(counts[i]))

analyse_run.sh

# Runs an analysis run in batches of 20

# Usage ./analyse_run.sh <node list> <edge list 1> <edge list 2> <sample count> <sample 
size> <starting sample number>

python3 sample_nodes.py $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 node_sample sem_sample etym_sample $6; # create 
node and edge samples
index=$(($6 + 1)); # init starting sample number
next=$(($6 + 20)); # init ending sample number for each batch of 20
for i in `seq 1 4`; do

./analyse_set.sh $index $next 20 $5; # run batch of 20
# update sample numbers for next batch
index=$(($index + 20));
next=$(($next + 20));

done

analyse_set.sh

# Runs a batch of 20 analyses

# Usage ./analyse_set.sh <starting sample number> <ending sample number>

for i in `seq $1 $2`; do # run all samples between $1 and $2
echo "Starting run $i"; # log
./single_run.sh $i & # run sample and detatch so more can be started in parallel

done; 
wait # wait for all runs to finish

average.sh

# Averages multiple sets of distances

# Usage ./average.sh <starting sample number> <ending sample number> <output name>

echo "sample,sem_avg,etym_avg" > data/$3.csv # write header (and blank file if it exists)
for i in `seq $1 $2`; do # for all samples

echo "Processing $i" # log
python3 average_file.py distances/sem_sample_$i.$i.deep_pdistances.csv 

distances/etym_sample_$i.$i.deep_pdistances.csv >> data/$3.csv; # average sample and 
append to file
done

average_file.py

# Averages 2 distances files and outputs a single line of CSV

# Usage python average_file.py <input file 1> <input file 2>

import sys
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# read in files
f = open(sys.argv[1])
g = open(sys.argv[2])

# init averages
average_f = 0.0
average_g = 0.0

# init counts
f_count = 0
g_count = 0

# get average distance from file 1
for line in f:

line_split = line.split(",")
average_f += float(line_split[2])
f_count += 1

average_f = average_f / float(f_count)

# get average distance from file 2
for line in g:

line_split = line.split(",")
average_g += float(line_split[2])
g_count += 1

average_g = average_g / float(g_count)

# get sample name
name = ("sample_" + (((sys.argv[1]).split("_")[2]).split(".")[0]))

# output line
print(name + "," + str(average_f) + "," + str(average_g))

# close files
f.close()
g.close()

bfs_parallel.py

# Performs the parallel breadth-first traversal to calculate distances

# Usage python bfs_parallel.py <edges file> <nodes file> <output name>

import sys
import multiprocessing
from multiprocessing import Process
from multiprocessing.shared_memory import SharedMemory

import numpy

DEPTH_LIMIT = 7  # constant
NTHREADS = 8  # constant

class AdjacencyIterator:
    """An iterator for dividing the adjacency matrix into chunks for each process"""
    mat = []  # the adjacency matrix
    ind = 0  # index in the matrix
    chunksize = 0  # the size of chunk to return
    nodecount = 0  # the number of nodes in the graph
    sharedmem_name = None  # name of shared memory block
    sharedmem_shape = None  # shape of array for shared memory
    sharedmem_dtype = None  # data type for shared memory
    nodes_included = None  # the number of nodes actually included in the analysis
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    def __init__(self, adj_mat, chunk_size, node_count, included_nodes):
        self.mat = adj_mat
        self.ind = 0
        self.chunksize = chunk_size
        self.node_count = node_count

        # Based on example at
        # https://docs.python.org/3/library/multiprocessing.shared_memory.html#module-
multiprocessing.shared_memory

        tmp_numpy_arr = numpy.array(adj_mat)
        sharedmem = SharedMemory(create=True, size=tmp_numpy_arr.nbytes)
        np_arr = numpy.ndarray(tmp_numpy_arr.shape, dtype=tmp_numpy_arr.dtype, 
buffer=sharedmem.buf)
        np_arr[:] = tmp_numpy_arr[:]

        # store info needed to access shared memory in attributes

        self.sharedmem_name = sharedmem.name
        self.sharedmem_shape = tmp_numpy_arr.shape
        self.sharedmem_dtype = tmp_numpy_arr.dtype
        self.nodes_included = included_nodes

    def __iter__(self):
        return self

    def __next__(self):
        if self.ind < len(self.nodes_included):  # if we aren't already off the end of the
list
            csize = self.chunksize
            if self.ind + self.chunksize >= len(
                    self.nodes_included):  # if the chunk would be partly off the end of 
the list
                csize = len(self.nodes_included) - self.ind  # readjust chunk size to cut 
off at the end of the list
            self.ind += self.chunksize
            data_tuple = (self.node_count, self.ind - self.chunksize, self.sharedmem_name,
self.sharedmem_shape,
                          self.sharedmem_dtype, csize, self.nodes_included)
            return data_tuple  # return big tuple of data
        else:  # off the end
            raise StopIteration

def get_nodelist(adj_list):
    """Gets a list of all nodes in the graph represented by a given adjacency list."""
    keys_list = (list(adj_list.keys()))
    nodes_list = {}
    for key in keys_list:
        nodes_list[key] = 0
        edge_list = adj_list[key]
        for dest in edge_list:
            nodes_list[dest] = 0
    return list(nodes_list.keys())

def get_adj_matrix_entry(adj_matrix, i, j):
    """Gets an entry in the given adjacency matrix.

    This exists to make sure data is only in one place per edge, even for an undirected 
graph.
    Data is read from the top right half of the matrix."""
    return adj_matrix[i][j] if i < j else adj_matrix[j][i]

def set_adj_matrix_entry(adj_matrix, i, j, value):
    """Gets an entry in the given adjacency matrix.
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    This exists to make sure data is only in one place per edge, even for an undirected 
graph.
    Data is written to the top right half of the matrix."""
    if i < j:
        adj_matrix[i][j] = value
    else:
        adj_matrix[j][i] = value

def map_nodes_to_indices(keys_list):
    """Creates a dictionary mapping node names to their indices in the given list."""
    nodes_to_indices = {}  # for constant-time lookup of index in adj matrix for a given 
word

    i = 0
    for key in keys_list:
        if key not in nodes_to_indices.keys():
            nodes_to_indices[key] = i
            i += 1

    return nodes_to_indices

def adj_list_to_matrix(adj_list, nodes_to_indices, nodes_included):
    """Converts the given adjacency list to an adjacency matrix.

    Nodes are placed in columns/rows according to their indices in nodes_to_indices."""
    nkeys = len(nodes_to_indices.keys())

    adj_matrix = []

    for i in range(nkeys):
        adj_matrix.append([])
        for j in range(nkeys):
            (adj_matrix[-1]).append(0)

    for key in adj_list.keys():
        edge_list = adj_list[key]
        for dest in edge_list:
            if key in nodes_included and dest in nodes_included:
                set_adj_matrix_entry(adj_matrix, nodes_to_indices[key], 
nodes_to_indices[dest], 1)

    return adj_matrix

def bfs(start_node, node_count, name, shape, dtype, lock, depth_limit):
    """Iterative implementation of BFS to obtain distances to all nodes from start_node.

    Distances are saved into the adjacency matrix."""

    sharedmem = SharedMemory(name=name)
    adj_mat_global = numpy.ndarray(shape, dtype=dtype, buffer=sharedmem.buf)

    node_visited_status = []
    for i in range(node_count):
        node_visited_status.append(0)

    the_row = []
    for i in range(node_count):
        the_row.append(0)

    nodes_to_visit = [(start_node, None, 0)]  # queue

    while len(nodes_to_visit) > 0:  # iterative not recursive to avoid extreme recursion 
depth
        node = nodes_to_visit[0][0]
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        prev_node = nodes_to_visit[0][1]
        levels_deep = nodes_to_visit[0][2]
        nodes_to_visit = nodes_to_visit[1:]

        # if node pair not linked by edge and existing distance, if any, is longer
        lock.acquire()
        if prev_node is not None:
            old_dist = get_adj_matrix_entry(adj_mat_global, start_node, node)
            prev_dist = get_adj_matrix_entry(adj_mat_global, start_node, prev_node)
            if old_dist == 0 or old_dist > prev_dist + 1:
                set_adj_matrix_entry(adj_mat_global, start_node, node, prev_dist + 1)  # 
update distance
        lock.release()

        if levels_deep < depth_limit:
            for next_node in range(node_count):  # queue child nodes
                node_visited_status[node] = 2
                if node_visited_status[next_node] != 2 and 
get_adj_matrix_entry(adj_mat_global, node, next_node) == 1:
                    nodes_to_visit.append((next_node, node, levels_deep + 1))
                    if node_visited_status[next_node] == 0:
                        node_visited_status[node] = 1
    return None

def bfs_helper(entry, lock, depth_limit):
    """Helper method to iterate over each node in a process's chunk."""
    node_count = entry[0]
    start_node = entry[1]
    name = entry[2]
    shape = entry[3]
    dtype = entry[4]
    chunksize = entry[5]
    nodes_included = entry[6]
    print("Processing chunk from " + str(start_node) + " to " + str(start_node + chunksize
- 1))  # logging
    for i in range(chunksize):
        bfs(start_node + i, node_count, name, shape, dtype, lock, depth_limit)
        print("Processed node " + str(start_node + i) + " of " + str(len(nodes_included)))
# logging
    return None

def bfs_all(adj_matrix, node_count, nodes_included):
    """Runs bfs() starting from each node in the graph iteratively."""
    print("Processing nodes...")
    lock = multiprocessing.Lock()
    procs = []
    adj_iter = AdjacencyIterator(adj_matrix, int(node_count / NTHREADS) + 1, node_count, 
nodes_included)
    for entry in adj_iter:
        proc = Process(target=bfs_helper, args=(entry, lock, DEPTH_LIMIT))
        procs.append(proc)
        proc.start()
    for proc in procs:
        proc.join()

    # Based on example at
    # https://docs.python.org/3/library/multiprocessing.shared_memory.html#module-
multiprocessing.shared_memory

    sharedmem = SharedMemory(name=adj_iter.sharedmem_name)
    adj_matrix_sh = numpy.ndarray(adj_iter.sharedmem_shape, 
dtype=adj_iter.sharedmem_dtype, buffer=sharedmem.buf)
    adj_matrix = numpy.ndarray(adj_iter.sharedmem_shape, dtype=adj_iter.sharedmem_dtype)
    adj_matrix[:] = adj_matrix_sh[:]

    print("Processed nodes...")
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    sharedmem.unlink()
    sharedmem.close()
    return adj_matrix

def print_adjmatrix(adj_matrix, keys_list):
    """Prints the adjacency matrix to the console for debugging."""
    print("  ", end="")  # print a space so the header lines up

    for node in keys_list:  # print header
        print(str(node) + " ", end="")

    print("\n", end="")

    i = 0

    for row in adj_matrix:
        print(keys_list[i] + " ", end="")  # print "header" down left side
        for col in row:
            print(str(col) + " ", end="")  # print data
        print("\n", end="")
        i += 1

def output_distances(adj_matrix, filename, node_list):
    """Outputs the distances in CSV format."""
    with open(filename, "w") as outfile:
        rownum = 0
        for row in adj_matrix:
            colnum = 0
            for col in row:
                if rownum < colnum and col != 0:  # only output each distance once and 
only output nonzero distances
                    outfile.write(node_list[rownum] + "," + node_list[colnum] + "," + 
str(col) + "\n")
                colnum += 1
            rownum += 1

if __name__ == '__main__':  # to prevent each worker process from running this part

    adjlist_input = {}
    all_nodes = []

    with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:
        line_num = 0
        for line in f:
            if line_num % 10000 == 0:  # print log message every 10000 lines
                print("Reading line " + str(line_num))

            edge = line.split(",")  # process csv line

            if edge[0].strip() not in adjlist_input:  # if node not in adj list
                adjlist_input[edge[0].strip()] = [edge[1].strip()]  # add node
            else:
                adjlist_input[edge[0].strip()].append(edge[1].strip())  # add edge to node

            if edge[0].strip() not in all_nodes:  # add node to node list if not present
                all_nodes.append(edge[0].strip())
            if edge[1].strip() not in all_nodes:  # add node to node list if not present
                all_nodes.append(edge[1].strip())
            line_num += 1

    included_node_names = []  # the list of nodes to include in the analysis

    with open(sys.argv[2]) as nodes_file:  # read in the list of nodes to use
        for line in nodes_file:
            included_node_names.append(line.strip())
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    node_index_map = map_nodes_to_indices(
        included_node_names)  # mapping node names to numeric indices for creation of 
adjacency matrix

    nnodes = len(node_index_map.keys())  # number of nodes

    included_nodes_list = list(node_index_map.keys())  # list of node names

    adjmatrix_input = adj_list_to_matrix(adjlist_input, node_index_map,
                                         included_node_names)  # generate adjacency matrix

    adjmatrix_input = bfs_all(adjmatrix_input, nnodes, included_nodes_list)  # run the 
actual analysis

    output_distances(adjmatrix_input,
                     sys.argv[1].replace(".csv", "." + sys.argv[3] + 
".deep_pdistances.csv").replace("samples/",
                                                                                          
"distances/"),
                     included_nodes_list)  # output distances to file

    # print_adjmatrix(adjmatrix_input, included_nodes) # print matrix for debug

calc_distances.sh

# Perform distance calculations for run_analysis.sh

# Usage ./calc_distances.sh

# all etym 2500 (1-80)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_nodes_intersected.txt data/sem_links.csv 
data/etym_links.csv 80 2500 0

# all etym 1000 (81-160)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_nodes_intersected.txt data/sem_links.csv 
data/etym_links.csv 80 1000 80;

# no roots 2500 (161-240)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_noroots_nodes_intersected.txt 
data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noroots.csv 80 2500 160;

# no roots no affix 1000 (241-320)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_noaffix_noroots_nodes_intersected.txt 
data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noaffix_noroots.csv 80 1000 240;

# only roots 1000 (321-400)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_onlyroots_nodes_intersected.txt 
data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_onlyroots.csv 80 1000 320;

# with roots no affix 1000 (401-480)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_noaffix_withroots_nodes_intersected.txt 
data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noaffix_withroots.csv 80 1000 400;

# no roots 1000 (401-480)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_noroots_nodes_intersected.txt 
data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noroots.csv 80 1000 480;

# no roots no affix 2500 (561-640)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_noaffix_noroots_nodes_intersected.txt 
data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noaffix_noroots.csv 80 2500 560;

# with roots no affix 2500 (641-720)
./analyse_run.sh data/sem_links_nodes_etym_links_noaffix_withroots_nodes_intersected.txt 
data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noaffix_withroots.csv 80 2500 640;
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clean_data.py

# library for sem_links.py

import re

def clean_word(raw_word, headwords):
    """cleans up extra punctuation and formatting from a word

    will strip newlines, spaces, tabs, and hyphens, and convert word to lowercase"""
    lower_word = raw_word.lower()
    regex = re.compile('[^a-z]')  # remove all non-alphabetic characters
    cleaned_word = regex.sub("", lower_word)

    if cleaned_word.endswith("s") and cleaned_word[:-1] in headwords:  # potential plural
        cleaned_word = cleaned_word[:-1]

    elif cleaned_word.endswith("ing") and cleaned_word[:-3] in headwords:  # potential 
participle or gerund
        cleaned_word = cleaned_word[:-3]

    elif cleaned_word.endswith("ed") and cleaned_word[:-2] in headwords:  # potential past
tense verb
        cleaned_word = cleaned_word[:-2]
    else:
        pass

    # words ending in -er, -ly, or similar are going to have their own entries

    return cleaned_word

def clean_entries(word_data_raw, exclusions, headwords):
    """cleans out common and duplicate words"""
    # I could turn off deduplication if we want the duplication
    word_data = {}
    for headword in word_data_raw.keys():
        definition_str = word_data_raw[headword]
        definition_wordlist = definition_str.split()
        definition_cleaned_unique = []
        for word in definition_wordlist:
            word_clean = clean_word(word, headwords)  # clean word first to make sure 
exclusions don't mess up
            if word_clean in headwords and word_clean not in definition_cleaned_unique and
word_clean not in exclusions:
                definition_cleaned_unique.append(word_clean)  # convert words to all-
lowercase
        word_data[headword] = definition_cleaned_unique
    return word_data

clean_stopwords.py

# Removes stopwords from a graph

# Usage python clean_stopwords.py <input file> <output file>

import sys

stop_words = set()

with open("stopwords-en.txt") as f:  # load stop words
    for line_raw in f:
        if line_raw.strip() not in stop_words:
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            stop_words.add(line_raw.strip())

i = 0

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # load edge list
    with open(sys.argv[2], "w") as g:  # open output file
        for line_raw in f:  # loop over edges
            stopword_found = False
            if i % 10000 == 0:  # logging
                print("Processing line " + str(i) + "...")
            line = line_raw.split(",")
            line[0] = line[0].strip()
            line[1] = line[1].strip()
            for word in stop_words:
                if word in line:  # check if either word is a stopword
                    stopword_found = True
            if not stopword_found:  # write out line if no stop word
                g.write(line_raw)
            i += 1

etym_links.py

# Calculates the etymological connectome

# Usage python etym_links.py <input file> [output name]

import sys

term_ids = {}  # map of term IDs to terms

group_lines = []  # lines with "group_affix_root", "group_related_root", or 
"group_derived_root"

half_links = {}  # eng -> non-eng links
half_links_reverse = {}  # non-eng -> eng links
eng_keys = set()  # english term IDs

stopwords = []  # stop words

type_exclusions = set()

exclusions_method = "exclude"
# "include" accepts only lines with types in type_exclusions, "exclude" accepts only lines
with types that are not

if len(sys.argv) > 4:
    exclusions_method = sys.argv[3]
    for entry in sys.argv[4:]:
        type_exclusions.add(entry)

with open("stopwords-en.txt") as f:  # read stop words
    for line in f:
        stopwords.append(line.strip().lower())

i = -1
with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:
    for line_raw in f:
        line = line_raw.split(",")
        if len(line) < 11:  # truncated
            sys.stderr.write("Skipping truncated line '" + line_raw.strip() + "'\n")
            continue
        if line[1] != "English" and line[5] != "English":  # link does not involve English
            continue
        if i % 100 == 0:
            print("processing line " + str(i) + "...")
        # print(line)
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        if line[0].strip() not in term_ids.keys():
            term_ids[line[0].strip()] = [line[1], line[2]]

        if line[4].strip() not in term_ids.keys():
            term_ids[line[4].strip()] = [line[5], line[6]]

        if line[3] == "group_affix_root" or line[3] == "group_related_root" or \
                line[3] == "group_derived_root":  # skip group lines
            group_lines.append(line)
            continue

        if line[3] in type_exclusions and exclusions_method == "exclude":  # skip all 
lines of types in type_exclusions
            sys.stderr.write("Skipping line '" + line_raw.strip() + "' with excluded type 
" + line[3].strip() + "\n")
            continue

        if line[3] not in type_exclusions \
                and exclusions_method == "include":
            # skip all lines of types not in type_exclusions
            sys.stderr.write("Skipping line '" + line_raw.strip() + "' with excluded type 
" + line[3].strip() + "\n")
            continue

        if line[2].strip() == "" or line[6].strip() == "":  # blank entry
            sys.stderr.write("Skipping line '" + line_raw.strip() + "' with missing data\
n")
            continue

        if line[1] == "English" and line[2].strip().lower() in stopwords:
            # sys.stderr.write("Skipping line '" + line_raw.strip() + "' with stop word 
"+line[2].strip().lower()+"\n")
            # logging deactivated as it is excessive
            continue

        if line[5] == "English" and line[6].strip().lower() in stopwords:
            # sys.stderr.write("Skipping line '" + line_raw.strip() + "' with stop word 
"+line[6].strip().lower()+"\n")
            # logging deactivated as it is excessive
            continue

        elif line[5] != "English" and line[1] == "English":
            if line[4] not in half_links_reverse.keys():  # add term ID for non-english 
word to half_links_reverse
                half_links_reverse[line[4]] = []
            if line[0] not in half_links.keys():  # add term ID for english word to 
half_links
                half_links[line[0]] = []
            half_links_reverse[line[4]].append([line[0], line[1], line[3], True])  # 
reverse
            half_links[line[0]].append([line[4], line[1], line[3], True])  # forward
            eng_keys.add(line[0])  # list english term ID in eng_keys
        else:
            pass
        i = i + 1
print(len(eng_keys))  # logging

key_lines = []

i = -1

name_prefix = ""

if sys.argv[2] != "-":  # using - as placeholder for "no prefix"
    name_prefix = "_" + sys.argv[2]

with open("data/etym_links" + name_prefix + ".csv", "w") as f:
    for key in eng_keys:
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        i += 1
        if i % 10 == 0:  # log every 10 lines output
            print("Processing line " + str(i) + "...")
        if key not in half_links:  # if word has no links, skip
            continue
        entries_for_foreign_word = {}
        entries_for_eng_word = {}
        foreign_words = []
        # print("key is: "+str(term_ids[key]))
        entry = "BAD"  # placeholder value to catch errors
        for entry in half_links[key]:  # loop over links from word
            foreign_words.append(entry[0])  # add to foreign words list
            entries_for_foreign_word[entry[0]] = entry  # store mapping of foreign words 
to link entries
        for word in foreign_words:  # iterate over foreign words
            if word not in half_links_reverse:  # if no link to an english word from here,
skip
                continue
            eng_words = []
            entry_2 = "BAD"  # placeholder value to catch errors
            for entry_2 in half_links_reverse[word]:  # loop over links from foreign word
                eng_words.append(entry_2[0])
                entries_for_eng_word[entry_2[0]] = entry_2  # store mapping of english 
words to link entries
            for eng_word in eng_words:  # loop over english words
                if eng_word != key:  # do not store links of words to themselves
                    # get actual entries for words, not term IDs
                    entry = entries_for_foreign_word[word]
                    entry_2 = entries_for_eng_word[eng_word]

                    # output link
                    f.write(term_ids[key][1] + "," + term_ids[eng_word][1] + "," + 
term_ids[entry[0]][0] + "," +
                            term_ids[entry[0]][1] + "," + entry[2] + "," + entry_2[2] + "\
n")

filter_edges.py

# Filters a set of edges to only include those between nodes in a set of nodes

# Usage: python filter_edges.py <edge list> <node list>

import sys

edges = []

nodes = set()

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:
for line in f:

line_split = line.strip().split(",")
edges.append([line_split[0].strip(), line_split[1].strip()])

with open(sys.argv[2]) as f:
for line in f:

nodes.add(line.strip())

for edge in edges:
if edge[0] in nodes and edge[1] in nodes:

print(edge[0]+","+edge[1])
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format_dataset.py

# Preprocesses the Wiktionary data for sem_links.py

# Usage python format_dataset.py <input path>

import os
import sys
from wiktionary_reader import *

words_data = {}
words_data_raw = {}
plurals_map = {}
synonyms_map = {}
alt_spellings_map = {}
forms_map = {}

base_path = sys.argv[1]

dirs = os.listdir(base_path)
dirs.sort()

for words_dir in dirs:
    if os.path.isdir(base_path + "/" + words_dir):
        print("Processing directory "+words_dir+" ", end="")
        files = os.listdir(base_path + "/" + words_dir)
        print("("+str(len(files))+" files)")
        for file in files:
            if file.endswith(".json"):
                parse_file(base_path + "/" + words_dir + "/" + file, plurals_map, 
synonyms_map, forms_map,
                           alt_spellings_map, words_data, words_data_raw)

with open("data/word_data_out.txt", "wb") as f:
    for word in words_data.keys():
        f.write((word + "\t" + (words_data[word]) + "\n").encode('utf8'))

with open("data/word_data_out_raw.txt", "wb") as f:
    for word in words_data.keys():
        f.write((word + "\t" + (words_data_raw[word]) + "\n").encode('utf8'))

with open("data/plurals_out.txt", "wb") as f:
    for word in plurals_map.keys():
        f.write((word + "\t" + (plurals_map[word]) + "\n").encode('utf8'))

with open("data/synonyms_out.txt", "wb") as f:
    for word in synonyms_map.keys():
        f.write((word + "\t" + (synonyms_map[word]) + "\n").encode('utf8'))

with open("data/alt_spellings_out.txt", "wb") as f:
    for word in alt_spellings_map.keys():
        f.write((word + "\t" + (alt_spellings_map[word]) + "\n").encode('utf8'))

with open("data/forms_out.txt", "wb") as f:
    for word in forms_map.keys():
        f.write((word + "\t" + (forms_map[word]) + "\n").encode('utf8'))

gen_graphs.sh

# Renders subsets of the connectome graphs.

# Usage: ./gen_graphs.sh <central word 1> <central word 2> <depth> <downsampling for word 
1 sem> <downsampling for word 2 sem> <downsampling for word 1 etym> <downsampling for word
2 etym>
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python3 select_node_set.py data/sem_links.csv $1 $3 $4 $8 > data/$1_sem_$3.csv
python3 select_node_set.py data/sem_links.csv $2 $3 $5 $8 > data/$2_sem_$3.csv
python3 select_node_set.py data/etym_links.csv $1 $3 $6 $8 > data/$1_etym_$3.csv
python3 select_node_set.py data/etym_links.csv $2 $3 $7 $8 > data/$2_etym_$3.csv

printf "$1_sem_$3 " > logs/nodelog_$1_$2_$3_$4_$5_$6_$7_$8.txt
python3 graph_network.py data/$1_sem_$3.csv | wc -l >> 
logs/nodelog_$1_$2_$3_$4_$5_$6_$7_$8.txt
printf "$2_sem_$3 " >> logs/nodelog_$1_$2_$3_$4_$5_$6_$7.txt
python3 graph_network.py data/$2_sem_$3.csv | wc -l >> 
logs/nodelog_$1_$2_$3_$4_$5_$6_$7_$8.txt
printf "$1_etym_$3 " >> logs/nodelog_$1_$2_$3_$4_$5_$6_$7.txt
python3 graph_network.py data/$1_etym_$3.csv | wc -l >> 
logs/nodelog_$1_$2_$3_$4_$5_$6_$7_$8.txt
printf "$2_etym_$3 " >> logs/nodelog_$1_$2_$3_$4_$5_$6_$7.txt
python3 graph_network.py data/$2_etym_$3.csv | wc -l >> 
logs/nodelog_$1_$2_$3_$4_$5_$6_$7_$8.txt

sfdp -Tpng -Goverlap=false data/graphdata_$1_sem_$3.dot > data/graphdata_$1_sem_$3.png
sfdp -Tpng -Goverlap=false data/graphdata_$2_sem_$3.dot > data/graphdata_$2_sem_$3.png
sfdp -Tpng -Goverlap=false data/graphdata_$1_etym_$3.dot > data/graphdata_$1_etym_$3.png
sfdp -Tpng -Goverlap=false data/graphdata_$2_etym_$3.dot > data/graphdata_$2_etym_$3.png

get_nodes.py

# Gets the list of nodes for a graph

# Usage python get_nodes.py <input file>

import sys

def stderr_log(text):
    """Convenience function for me to log to stderr without forgetting the newline."""
    sys.stderr.write(text + "\n")

def get_nodelist(edge_list):
    """Gets a list of all nodes in the graph represented by a given adjacency list."""
    nodes_list = set()
    line_num = 0
    edge_count = len(edge_list)
    for edge in edge_list:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Processing edge " + str(line_num) + " of " + str(edge_count))
        nodes_list.add(edge[0])
        nodes_list.add(edge[1])
        line_num += 1
    return list(nodes_list)

def filter_edges_count(all_edges, nodes):
    """Filters out all edges not between nodes in nodes, and returns the count of such 
edges."""
    filtered_edges = 0
    for edge in all_edges:
        if (edge[0].strip() in nodes) and (edge[1].strip() in nodes):
            filtered_edges += 1
    return filtered_edges

# init lists
edge_list = []
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node_list = []

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # read in edges
    line_num = 0
    for line in f:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        edge = line.split(",")
        edge_list.append(edge)
        line_num += 1

stderr_log("Getting node list...")
node_list = get_nodelist(edge_list)  # get node list
stderr_log(str(len(node_list)) + " nodes found.")

with open(sys.argv[1].replace(".csv", "_nodes.txt"), "w") as f:  # write out nodes
    for node in node_list:
        f.write(node + "\n")

graph_avgs.py

# Plots the scatter plot of average etymological vs. semantic distances in the paper

# Usage python graph_avgs.py <input file>

import sys
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

def stderr_log(text):
    """Convenience function for me to log to stderr without forgetting the newline."""
    sys.stderr.write(text + "\n")

data_x = []
data_y = []

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # read in averages CSV
    for line in f:
        if line.startswith("sample,"):  # header
            continue
        line_split = line.split(",")
        data_x.append(float(line_split[1]))
        data_y.append(float(line_split[2]))

# setup plot
axes = plt.axes()
plt.title("Semantic vs. Etymological Distances")
axes.set_xlabel("Average Semantic Distances (edges)")
axes.set_ylabel("Average Etymological Distance (edges)")

names = ["2500 All Etym", "1000 All Etym", "2500 No Roots", "1000 No Roots/Affixes", "1000
Only Roots",
            "1000 No Affixes", "1000 No Roots", "2500 No Roots/Affixes", "2500 No 
Affixes"]

colors = ["tab:blue", "tab:orange", "tab:green", "tab:purple", "tab:red", "tab:brown", 
"tab:pink", "tab:gray", "tab:olive"]

markers = [".", "^", "s", "+", "d", "x", "*", "D", "p"]

ind = 0

plots = []
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for sample in names:
    # plot samples
    plots.append(plt.scatter(data_x[(ind*80):(ind*80)+80], data_y[(ind*80):(ind*80)+80], 
c=colors[ind], s=10, marker=markers[ind]))
    ind+=1

plt.legend(plots, names)  # legend
plt.show()  # show graph

graph_network.py

# Turns a set of edges into a DOT file for Graphvis

# Usage python graph_network.py <input file>

import networkx as nx
import sys

stop_words = []

with open("stopwords-en.txt") as f:  # read in stop words
    for line_raw in f:
        stop_words.append(line_raw.strip())

the_graph = nx.Graph()  # init graph

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # read in edges
    lnum = 0
    for line_raw in f:
        if lnum % 100000 == 0:
            sys.stderr.write("Reading " + str(lnum) + "\n")
        line = line_raw.split(",")
        if line[0].strip().lower() in stop_words or line[1].strip().lower() in stop_words:
# filter stopwords again
            continue
        the_graph.add_edge("\"" + line[0].strip() + "\"", "\"" + line[1].strip() + "\"")  
# add edges to graph
        lnum += 1

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # read in edges again (for filtering)
    for line_raw in f:
        line = line_raw.split(",")
        if line[0].strip().lower() in stop_words or line[1].strip().lower() in stop_words:
# skip stopwords again
            continue
        n1 = "\"" + line[0].strip() + "\""  # get node names
        n2 = "\"" + line[1].strip() + "\""

        if the_graph.degree(n1) == 1 and the_graph.degree(n2) == 1:  # if this is an 
isolated pair of nodes
            the_graph.remove_node(n1)
            the_graph.remove_node(n2)

degree_list = the_graph.degree()
# get degrees of all nodes (if your IDE says calling degree() is invalid, it's wrong, 
ignore it)

for node in degree_list:  # output degree of each node
    print(node[0] + "," + str(node[1]))

nx.drawing.nx_pydot.write_dot(the_graph, "data/graphdata_" + sys.argv[1]
                              .replace(".csv", "").replace("data/", "") + ".dot")  # 
output dot file
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intersect.py

# Takes two sets of edges and returns the intersection

# Usage python intersect.py <file 1> <file 2>

import sys

node_list = {}

def stderr_log(text):
    """Convenience function for me to log to stderr without forgetting the newline."""
    sys.stderr.write(text + "\n")

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # load in file 1
    line_num = 0
    for line in f:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        node_list[line.strip()] = 0  # set flag that this node has been seen in file 1
        line_num += 1

with open(sys.argv[2]) as g:  # load in file 2
    line_num = 0
    for line in g:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        if line.strip() in node_list:
            node_list[line.strip()] = 1  # update flag to indicate it's been seen in both
        line_num += 1

with open(sys.argv[1].replace(".txt", "") + "_" + sys.argv[2].replace(".txt", "") + 
"_intersected.txt",
          "w") as h:  # output intersection
    for node in node_list.keys():
        if node_list[node] == 1:  # output only nodes seen in both files
            h.write(node + "\n")

mantel.R

# Performs the Mantel test

# rscript mantel.R

# install.packages("vegan")

library(tidyverse)

library(vegan)

cmd_args <- commandArgs(trailingOnly = TRUE)

matrix_csv_sem <- read_csv(cmd_args[1], col_names=FALSE)

data_mat_sem <-as.matrix(matrix_csv_sem)

matrix_csv_etym <- read_csv(cmd_args[2], col_names=FALSE)

data_mat_etym <- as.matrix(matrix_csv_etym)

mantel_data <- mantel(data_mat_sem, data_mat_etym, method="pearson", permutations=1000, 
strata = NULL, na.rm = FALSE, parallel = 8)
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cat(mantel_data$signif, ",", mantel_data$statistic, "\n")

mantel.sh

# Runs the Mantel test on all samples

# Usage: ./mantel.sh

echo "sample,signif,r" > data/mantel_data.csv
for i in `seq 1 720`; do

echo "Processing $i";
python3 to_matrix.py distances/sem_sample_$i.$i.deep_pdistances.csv 

distances/etym_sample_$i.$i.deep_pdistances.csv;
printf "sample_%s," $i >> data/mantel_data.csv;
rscript mantel.R matrices/sem_sample_$i.$i.deep_pdistances_mat.csv 

matrices/etym_sample_$i.$i.deep_pdistances_mat.csv 2>/dev/null | sed "s/ ,/,/g" >> 
data/mantel_data.csv;
done

python3 aggregate_mantel.py data/mantel_data.csv > data/mantel_summary.csv;

mantel_median_mad.R

# Calculates median and MAD for mantel test

# rscript mantel_median_mad.R

library(tidyverse)

cmd_args <- commandArgs(trailingOnly = TRUE)

data_csv <- read_csv(cmd_args[1])

mantel_median <- median(data_csv$signif)

mantel_mad <- mad(data_csv$signif)

cat(mantel_median, ",", mantel_mad, "\n")

mantel_median_mad.sh

# Finds the median and MAD for all Mantel data, broken up by sample

# Usage: ./mantel_median_mad.sh <mantel data CSV>

echo "sample,signif,r" > data/mantel_median_mad.csv
python3 split_mantel.py $1;
for f in `ls data/mantel_data_*.csv`; do

echo "Processing $f";
rscript mantel_median_mad.R $f 2>/dev/null | sed "s/ ,/,/g" >> 

data/mantel_median_mad.csv;
done
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match_words.py

# library for sem_links.py

def check_word_match(word1, word2_list):
    """checks for 2 words matching (placeholder for handling inflection)

    returns true if match found for word1 in word2_list, false if not"""
    if word1 in word2_list:
        return True

    return False

def process_words(definition_data):
    """actually processes the words and definitions for links"""
    links_data = {}  # used as a map of links between words

    headwords = definition_data.keys()  # feels more efficient to get this once

    for headword in headwords:
        definition = definition_data[headword]
        for word in definition:
            if check_word_match(word, headwords):  # link found
                if headword in links_data:  # already a link from this headword
                    links_data[headword].append(word)
                else:
                    links_data[headword] = [word]
    return links_data

def prune_self_links(links_map):
    """this removes instances of a word being linked to itself"""
    pruned_links = {}
    for headword in links_map.keys():
        for linked_word in links_map[headword]:
            if linked_word != headword:  # not a self-link
                if headword in pruned_links:  # already a link from this headword
                    pruned_links[headword].append(linked_word)
                else:
                    pruned_links[headword] = [linked_word]
    return pruned_links

pearson.R

# Performs the Pearson correlation

# rscript pearson.R

library(tidyverse)

# Working dir must be set to englishConnectome dir

avg_dists <- read_csv("data/avg_distances_noprefix.csv", col_names=TRUE)

avg_dists_1 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample < 81, ]
avg_dists_2 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample > 80 & avg_dists$sample < 161, ]
avg_dists_3 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample > 160 & avg_dists$sample < 241, ]
avg_dists_4 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample > 240 & avg_dists$sample < 321, ]
avg_dists_5 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample > 320 & avg_dists$sample < 401, ]
avg_dists_6 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample > 400 & avg_dists$sample < 481, ]
avg_dists_7 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample > 480 & avg_dists$sample < 561, ]
avg_dists_8 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample > 560 & avg_dists$sample < 641, ]
avg_dists_9 <- avg_dists[avg_dists$sample > 640 & avg_dists$sample < 721, ]
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cat("1-80,",cor(avg_dists_1$sem_avg, avg_dists_1$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")
cat("81-160,",cor(avg_dists_2$sem_avg, avg_dists_2$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")
cat("161-240,",cor(avg_dists_3$sem_avg, avg_dists_3$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")
cat("241-320,",cor(avg_dists_4$sem_avg, avg_dists_4$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")
cat("321-400,",cor(avg_dists_5$sem_avg, avg_dists_5$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")
cat("401-480,",cor(avg_dists_6$sem_avg, avg_dists_6$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")
cat("481-560,",cor(avg_dists_7$sem_avg, avg_dists_7$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")
cat("561-640,",cor(avg_dists_8$sem_avg, avg_dists_8$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")
cat("641-720,",cor(avg_dists_9$sem_avg, avg_dists_9$etym_avg, method="pearson"), "\n")

plot_2by2.py

# Plots the 2x2 sample size vs. edge count plots in the paper

# Usage python plot_2by2.py <file 1> <file 2> <file 3> <file 4>

import sys
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# Read in data from 4 files (for 2x2 plot)

p1_x = []
p1_y = []

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:
    for line in f:
        line_split = line.split(",")
        p1_x.append(float(line_split[0]))
        p1_y.append(float(line_split[1]))

p2_x = []
p2_y = []

with open(sys.argv[2]) as f:
    for line in f:
        line_split = line.split(",")
        p2_x.append(float(line_split[0]))
        p2_y.append(float(line_split[1]))

p3_x = []
p3_y = []

with open(sys.argv[3]) as f:
    for line in f:
        line_split = line.split(",")
        p3_x.append(float(line_split[0]))
        p3_y.append(float(line_split[1]))

p4_x = []
p4_y = []

with open(sys.argv[4]) as f:
    for line in f:
        line_split = line.split(",")
        p4_x.append(float(line_split[0]))
        p4_y.append(float(line_split[1]))

# Data for plot (hardcoded because this is for one special purpose)

x = [p1_x, p2_x, p3_x, p4_x]
y = [p1_y, p2_y, p3_y, p4_y]
titles = ["Semantic Links 1000-10000", "Semantic Links 1000-20000", "Etymological Links 
1000-10000",
          "Etymological Links 1000-20000"]
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colors = ["tab:blue", "tab:blue", "tab:orange", "tab:orange"]

# Plot the data

fig, axes = plt.subplots(2, 2)

i = 0
for axis in axes.flat:  # plot the 4 graphs
    axis.set_title(titles[i])
    axis.plot(x[i], y[i], color=colors[i])
    axis.set_xlabel("Sample Size (words)")
    axis.set_ylabel("Average Edge Count")
    i += 1

plt.show()

rand_graph.py

# Generates a random graph with numbered nodes

# Usage: python3 rand_graph.py <output name> <node count>

import sys
import random

graph = {}

for i in range(int(sys.argv[2])):
node1 = str(random.randint(1, int(sys.argv[2])))
node2 = str(random.randint(1, int(sys.argv[2])))
if node1 not in graph:

graph[node1] = []
graph[node1].append(node2)

with open(sys.argv[1], "w") as f:
f.write("strict graph {\n")
for node in graph.keys():

for node2 in graph[node]:
if node != node2:

f.write("  \""+node+"\""+" -- "+"\""+node2+"\"\n")
f.write("}\n")

read_input.py

# library for sem_links.py

from clean_data import *

def load_entries(words_filename, headwords_data):
    """loads definitions from data file

    definitions are in one file, where a word and its definition are on one line,
    with the first word in the line being the headword"""
    wordlist_raw = {}
    # loads in the words and definitions
    with open(words_filename) as f:
        for line in f:
            headword = line.split("\t")[0]
            definition = " ".join((line.split("\t")[1]).split(" ")[1:])
            wordlist_raw[headword] = definition
            headwords_data.append(headword)
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    return wordlist_raw

def load_exclusions(exclusions_filename, headwords):
    """loads exclusions from data file

    exclusions are listed one per line"""
    exclusions = []
    with open(exclusions_filename) as f:
        for line in f:
            exclusions.append(clean_word(line, headwords))
    return exclusions

run_analysis.sh

# Performs the main analysis described in the paper and produces the 720 mean etymological
and semantic distances

# Usage ./run_analysis.sh

python3 sem_links.py rawData/words.txt;

python3 etym_links.py rawData/etymology.csv -;
python3 etym_links.py rawData/etymology.csv noroots exclude has_root;
python3 etym_links.py rawData/etymology.csv onlyroots include has_root;
python3 etym_links.py rawData/etymology.csv noaffix_noroots exclude has_prefix 
has_prefix_with_root has_suffix has_suffix_with_root has_confix has_affix compound_of 
has_root;
python3 etym_links.py rawData/etymology.csv noaffix_withroots exclude has_prefix 
has_prefix_with_root has_suffix has_suffix_with_root has_confix has_affix compound_of;

python3 get_nodes.py data/sem_links.csv;
python3 get_nodes.py data/etym_links.csv;
python3 get_nodes.py data/etym_links_noroots.csv;
python3 get_nodes.py data/etym_links_onlyroots.csv;
python3 get_nodes.py data/etym_links_noaffix_noroots.csv;
python3 get_nodes.py data/etym_links_noaffix_withroots.csv;

python3 intersect.py data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links.csv;
python3 intersect.py data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noroots.csv;
python3 intersect.py data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_onlyroots.csv;
python3 intersect.py data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noaffix_noroots.csv;
python3 intersect.py data/sem_links.csv data/etym_links_noaffix_withroots.csv;

./calc_distances.sh;

./average.sh 1 720 avg_distances;

python3 graph_avgs.py data/avg_distances.csv;

sample_check.py

# Calculates sample size vs. edge count at a range of sample sizes

# Usage: python sample_check.py <edge list> <node list> <starting size> <ending size> 
<step> <plot header name> <output name>

import sys
import random
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
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def stderr_log(text):
    """Convenience function for me to log to stderr without forgetting the newline."""
    sys.stderr.write(text + "\n")

def get_nodelist(edge_list):
    """Gets a list of all nodes in the graph represented by a given adjacency list."""
    nodes_list = {}
    line_num = 0
    edge_count = len(edge_list)
    for edge in edge_list:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Processing edge " + str(line_num) + " of " + str(edge_count))
        nodes_list[edge[0]] = 0
        nodes_list[edge[1]] = 0
        line_num += 1
    return list(nodes_list.keys())

def filter_edges_count(all_edges, nodes):
    """Filters out all edges not between nodes in nodes, and returns the count of such 
edges."""
    filtered_edges = 0
    for edge in all_edges:
        if (edge[0].strip() in nodes) and (edge[1].strip() in nodes):
            filtered_edges += 1
    return filtered_edges

def filter_edges(all_edges, nodes):
    """Filters out all edges not between nodes in nodes, and returns the list of such 
edges."""
    filtered_edges = []
    for edge in all_edges:
        if (edge[0].strip() in nodes) and (edge[1].strip() in nodes):
            filtered_edges.append(edge)
    return filtered_edges

edge_list = []
node_list = []

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # reading in edge list
    line_num = 0
    for line in f:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        edge = line.split(",")
        edge_list.append(edge)
        line_num += 1

stderr_log("Reading node list...")
node_list = []
with open(sys.argv[2]) as g:  # reading in node list
    line_num = 0
    for line in g:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        node_list.append(line.strip())
        line_num += 1
stderr_log(str(len(node_list)) + " nodes found.")

sizes = []
size_ratios = []

REP_COUNT = 10  # constant
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for size in range(int(sys.argv[3]), int(sys.argv[4]), int(sys.argv[5])):
    stderr_log("Processing " + str(size))
    nodes_sample = random.sample(node_list, size)  # get node sample
    new_edges = 0
    for i in range(REP_COUNT):  # run REP_COUNT replicates of edge counting
        new_edges += filter_edges_count(edge_list, set(nodes_sample))
    new_edges = new_edges / float(REP_COUNT)
    new_edge_list = filter_edges(edge_list, set(nodes_sample))

    with open(sys.argv[1].replace(".csv", "_sample_").replace("data/", "samples/") + 
str(size) + ".csv",
              "w") as f:  # output sample
        for edge in new_edge_list:
            f.write(edge[0].strip() + "," + edge[1].strip() + "\n")

    print(str(size) + "," + str(new_edges) + "," + str(new_edges / float(size)))  # output
average edge count and edge-to-node ratio

    sizes.append(new_edges)
    size_ratios.append(new_edges / float(size))

if sys.argv[8] == "ratio":  # flag to specify edge-to-node ratio vs edge count
    axes = plt.axes()
    plt.title("Edges-to-Sample-Size ratio vs. Sample Size for " + sys.argv[6])
    axes.set_xlabel("Sample Size (words)")
    axes.set_ylabel("Average Edge Count")
    plt.plot(range(int(sys.argv[3]), int(sys.argv[4]), int(sys.argv[5])), size_ratios)  # 
plot data
    plt.savefig("edge_ratios_" + sys.argv[7] + ".svg", format="svg")
    plt.savefig("edge_ratios_" + sys.argv[7] + ".png", format="png")
elif sys.argv[8] == "count":  # flag to specify edge-to-node ratio vs edge count
    axes = plt.axes()
    plt.title("Edges vs. Sample Size for " + sys.argv[6])
    axes.set_xlabel("Sample Size (words)")
    axes.set_ylabel("Average Edge Count")
    plt.plot(range(int(sys.argv[3]), int(sys.argv[4]), int(sys.argv[5])), sizes)  # plot 
data
    plt.savefig("edges_" + sys.argv[7] + ".svg", format="svg")
    plt.savefig("edges_" + sys.argv[7] + ".png", format="png")
else:
    pass

sample_nodes.py

# Produces random samples of nodes and edges for the run_analysis.sh pipeline

# Usage python sample_nodes.py <node list> <edge list 1> <edge list 2> <sample count> 
<sample size> <node output prefix> <output prefix 1> <output prefix 2> [starting sample 
number]

import sys
import random

def stderr_log(text):
    """Convenience function for me to log to stderr without forgetting the newline."""
    sys.stderr.write(text + "\n")

def get_nodelist(edge_list):
    """Gets a list of all nodes in the graph represented by a given adjacency list."""
    nodes_list = {}
    line_num = 0
    edge_count = len(edge_list)
    for edge in edge_list:
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        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Processing edge " + str(line_num) + " of " + str(edge_count))
        nodes_list[edge[0].strip()] = 0
        nodes_list[edge[1].strip()] = 0
        line_num += 1
    return list(nodes_list.keys())

def filter_edges_count(all_edges, nodes):
    """Filters out all edges not between nodes in nodes, and returns the count of such 
edges."""
    filtered_edges = 0
    for edge in all_edges:
        if (edge[0].strip() in nodes) and (edge[1].strip() in nodes):
            filtered_edges += 1
    return filtered_edges

# init edge and node lists
edge_list_1 = []
edge_list_2 = []
node_list = []

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # reading in node list
    line_num = 0
    for line in f:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        node = line.strip()
        node_list.append(node)
        line_num += 1

with open(sys.argv[2]) as f:  # reading in edge list for file 1
    line_num = 0
    for line in f:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        edge = line.split(",")
        edge_list_1.append(edge)
        line_num += 1

with open(sys.argv[3]) as f:  # reading in edge list for file 2
    line_num = 0
    for line in f:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        edge = line.split(",")
        edge_list_2.append(edge)
        line_num += 1

offset = 0  # default starting sample number

if len(sys.argv) >= 10:  # if starting sample number given, use that
    offset = int(sys.argv[9])

stderr_log(str(len(node_list)) + " nodes found.")
for i in range(offset, int(sys.argv[4]) + offset):  # for all sample numbers to generate
    node_sample = random.sample(node_list, int(sys.argv[5]))  # get node sample

    node_sample_set = set(node_sample)  # turn this into a set for faster runtime

    with open("samples/" + sys.argv[6] + "_" + str(i + 1) + ".txt", "w") as f:  # output 
node names for sample
        for node in node_sample:
            f.write(node.strip() + "\n")

    with open("samples/" + sys.argv[7] + "_" + str(i + 1) + ".csv", "w") as f:  # output 
edges for file 1 sample
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        for edge in edge_list_1:
            if edge[0].strip() in node_sample_set and edge[1].strip() in node_sample_set:
                f.write(edge[0].strip() + "," + edge[1].strip() + "\n")

    with open("samples/" + sys.argv[8] + "_" + str(i + 1) + ".csv", "w") as f:  # output 
node names for file 2 sample
        for edge in edge_list_2:
            if edge[0].strip() in node_sample_set and edge[1].strip() in node_sample_set:
                f.write(edge[0].strip() + "," + edge[1].strip() + "\n")

select_node_set.py

# Gets a list of edges within a given depth of a starting node, downsampled to a given 
fraction (but a given number of times more likely if directly connected to the starting 
node)

# Usage python select_node_set.py <edge list> <start node> <depth> <downsampling factor> 
<direct connection multiplier> [node filter]

import sys
import random

adjlist_input = {}

edge_list = []

node_set = set()

def stderr_log(text):
    """Convenience function for me to log to stderr without forgetting the newline."""
    sys.stderr.write(text + "\n")

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:  # read in file
    line_num = 0
    for line in f:
        if line_num % 10000 == 0:
            stderr_log("Reading line " + str(line_num))
        edge = line.split(",")
        edge_list.append(edge)
        reverse_edge = [edge[1], edge[0]]  # undirected graph
        edge_list.append(reverse_edge)

        if edge[0].strip() not in adjlist_input:  # add edge
            adjlist_input[edge[0].strip()] = [edge[1].strip()]
        else:
            adjlist_input[edge[0].strip()].append(edge[1].strip())

        if edge[1].strip() not in adjlist_input:  # undirected graph
            adjlist_input[edge[1].strip()] = [edge[0].strip()]
        else:
            adjlist_input[edge[1].strip()].append(edge[0].strip())

        if edge[0].strip() not in node_set:
            node_set.add(edge[0].strip())
        if edge[1].strip() not in node_set:
            node_set.add(edge[1].strip())
        line_num += 1

start_node = sys.argv[2]  # node to start at

if start_node.strip() not in node_set:  # start node invalid or nonexistent
    stderr_log("Cannot find start node!")
    for entry in node_set:
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        print(entry, entry == start_node)
    sys.exit(-1)

radius = int(sys.argv[3])  # max distance away from the central node

node_filter = None

chance = float(sys.argv[4])  # fraction of nodes to retain when downsampling

prob_multiplier = int(sys.argv[5])  # the amount to multiply chance by for nodes directly 
connected to the starting node

if len(sys.argv) >= 7:  # optional filter file to restrict nodes
    node_filter = set()
    with open(sys.argv[6]) as f:
        for line in f:
            if line.strip() not in node_filter:
                node_filter.add(line.strip())

nodes_prelim = set()

nodes = set()

nodes_directly_connected = set()

nodes_to_test = [start_node]

i = 0

visited_edges = set()

while i < radius:  # loop over nodes and select nodes within radius of starting node
    nodes_to_test_next = []
    for node in nodes_to_test:
        if node in adjlist_input:  # if node has edges recorded
            potential_next_nodes = adjlist_input[node]
            for next_node in potential_next_nodes:
                if node <= next_node:
                    if node+","+next_node in visited_edges:
                        continue
                    visited_edges.add(node+","+next_node)
                else:
                    if next_node+","+node in visited_edges:
                        continue
                    visited_edges.add(next_node+","+node)
                if next_node != "type" and next_node != "characteristic":
                    nodes_to_test_next.append(next_node)  # add children to list of nodes 
to visit
                if node == start_node:
                    nodes_directly_connected.add(next_node)
            nodes_prelim.add(node)
    nodes_to_test = nodes_to_test_next
    i += 1

for node in nodes_prelim:
    if node_filter is None or node in node_filter:  # only select nodes passing filter
        if (random.random() < chance) or (random.random() < chance*prob_multiplier and 
node in nodes_directly_connected) or node.strip() == "fiction" or node.strip() == "dough" 
or node.strip() == "phyllo" or node.strip() == "type":  # downsampling
            nodes.add(node)

printed_edges = set()

for edge in edge_list:  # output edges
    if (edge[0].strip() in nodes) and (edge[1].strip() in nodes):  # if edge includes only
nodes in sample
        edge_test = edge
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        if edge[0].strip() > edge[1].strip():
            edge_test = [edge[1], edge[0]]
        printed_edges.add(edge_test[0]+","+edge_test[1])
        if (edge[0]+","+edge[1]) not in printed_edges:  # prevent duplication
            print(edge[0].strip() + ", " + edge[1].strip())

sem_links.py

# Calculates the semantic connectome

# Usage python sem_links.py <input file> [output name]

from read_input import *
from clean_data import *
from match_words import *
import sys

headwords_list = []
definitions_raw = load_entries(sys.argv[1], headwords_list)  # load definitions

# this currently only excludes articles for testing, but will handle all exclusions
exclusions_list = load_exclusions("stopwords-en.txt", headwords_list)

definitions_cleaned = clean_entries(definitions_raw, exclusions_list, headwords_list)  # 
clean definitions

semantic_links_raw = process_words(definitions_cleaned)  # find links

semantic_links = prune_self_links(semantic_links_raw)  # get rid of words linking to 
themselves

name_prefix = ""

if sys.argv[2] != "-":  # using - as placeholder for "no prefix"
    name_prefix = "_" + sys.argv[2]

with open("data/etym_links" + name_prefix + ".csv", "w") as f:
    for word in semantic_links.keys():  # debug code to output all raw links
        for dest_word in semantic_links[word]:
            f.write(word+","+dest_word+"\n")

single_run.sh

# Performs a single pairwise-distances run as part of the run_analysis.sh pipeline

# Usage ./single_run.sh <sample id>

touch logs/"$1".in_progress; # save temp file
python3 -u bfs_parallel.py samples/etym_sample_"$1".csv samples/node_sample_"$1".txt "$1" 
> logs/log_bfs_etym_"$1".txt; # run etym distances
python3 -u bfs_parallel.py samples/sem_sample_"$1".csv samples/node_sample_"$1".txt "$1" >
logs/log_bfs_sem_"$1".txt; # run sem distances
rm logs/"$1".in_progress; # remove temp file

split_mantel.py

# Splits single Mantel output file into batches for each set of 80 samples for median and 
MAD calculation.
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# Usage: python split_mantel.py <data CSV>

import sys

mantel = []

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:
for line in f:

if line.startswith("sample,"):
continue  # skip header

mantel.append(line.strip())

lines = []

counts = []

for i in range(int(len(mantel)/80)):
lines.append([])

ind = 0
i = 0
for line in mantel:

lines[ind].append(line.strip())
i+=1
if i == 80:

i=0
ind+=1

ind = 0
for batch in lines:

with open("data/mantel_data_"+str(ind+1)+".csv", "w") as f:
f.write("sample,signif,r\n")
for i in range(len(batch)):

f.write(batch[i]+"\n")
ind+=1

to_matrix.py

# Converts CSVs of pairwise semantic and etymological distances into a pair of distance 
matrices of the same sizes

# Usage: python3 to_matrix.py <sem distances CSV> <etym distances CSV>

import sys

nodes_set = set()

edges_sem = []

edges_etym = []

with open(sys.argv[1]) as f:
for line in f:

line_split = line.split(",")
line_split[0] = line_split[0].strip()
line_split[1] = line_split[1].strip()
edges_sem.append(line_split)
nodes_set.add(line_split[0])
nodes_set.add(line_split[1])

with open(sys.argv[2]) as f:
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for line in f:
line_split = line.split(",")
line_split[0] = line_split[0].strip()
line_split[1] = line_split[1].strip()
edges_etym.append(line_split)
nodes_set.add(line_split[0])
nodes_set.add(line_split[1])

nodes = list(nodes_set)

node_lookup = {}

i = 0
for node in nodes:

node_lookup[node] = i
i+=1

mat_sem = []

mat_etym = []

for i in range(len(nodes)):
row_sem = []
row_etym = []
for j in range(len(nodes)):

row_sem.append(0)
row_etym.append(0)

mat_sem.append(row_sem)
mat_etym.append(row_etym)

for edge in edges_sem:
row = node_lookup[edge[0]]
col = node_lookup[edge[1]]
val = float(edge[2])
mat_sem[row][col] = val
mat_sem[col][row] = val

for edge in edges_etym:
row = node_lookup[edge[0]]
col = node_lookup[edge[1]]
val = float(edge[2])
mat_etym[row][col] = val
mat_etym[col][row] = val

with open(sys.argv[1].replace(".csv", "_mat.csv").replace("distances/", "matrices/"), "w")
as f:

for row in mat_sem:
line = ""
for col in row:

line=line+(str(col))+","
line = line[:-1]+"\n"
f.write(line)

with open(sys.argv[2].replace(".csv", "_mat.csv").replace("distances/", "matrices/"), "w")
as f:

for row in mat_etym:
line = ""
for col in row:

line=line+(str(col))+","
line = line[:-1]+"\n"
f.write(line)
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wiktionary_parsing.py

# library for sem_links.py

import re

def find_word_in_partial_template(tmpl, startind):
    """takes a template string (minus the template name) and extracts the headword"""
    for arg in tmpl.split("|")[startind:]:
        if "=" not in arg and arg != "en":
            return arg
    return ""

def handle_wikitemplate(wikitemplate):
    """Process a wikitemplate and locate any important information in it"""
    args = wikitemplate.replace("{", "").replace("}", "").split("|")

    of_regex = re.compile(".* of$")

    if args[0] == "plural of":
        return "$$PLURAL$$" + find_word_in_partial_template(wikitemplate, 1)

    elif args[0] == "synonym of":
        return "$$SYNONYM$$" + find_word_in_partial_template(wikitemplate, 1)

    elif args[0] == "alternative spelling of" or args[0] == "alternative form of" \
            or args[0] == "archaic form of" or args[0] == "nonstandard spelling of" \
            or args[0] == "alt form" or args[0] == "alt case" or args[0] == "alt sp":
        return "$$ALTSPELL$$" + find_word_in_partial_template(wikitemplate, 1)

    elif args[0] == "n-g" or args[0] == "non-gloss definition":
        return parse_wikilinks(wikitemplate.split("|")[1].strip().replace("}}", ""))

    elif args[0] == "l" or args[0] == "link":
        return parse_wikilinks(wikitemplate.split("|")[1].strip().replace("}}", ""))

    elif of_regex.match(args[0]):
        if "|en|" in wikitemplate:
            wikitemplate = wikitemplate.replace("|en|", "|")
        return "$$ALTFORM$$" + find_word_in_partial_template(wikitemplate.replace("}}", 
""), 1)
    return ""

def handle_wikilink(wikilink):
    """Process a wikilink to produce the word that would have been displayed on 
Wiktionary"""
    if "|" in wikilink:  # handle piped links
        wikilink = wikilink.split("|")[1]
    return wikilink.replace("[", "").replace("]", "")

def parse_wikitemplates(definition):
    """Parse a definition string for wikitemplates"""
    processed_definition = ""
    wikitemplate_level = 0
    brace_state = 0
    last_brace_type = ""
    is_special = False
    special_str = ""
    wikitemplate = ""
    for char in definition:
        if char == "{":
            if last_brace_type == "" or last_brace_type == "{":
                brace_state += 1
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                last_brace_type = "{"
            else:
                brace_state = 0
                last_brace_type = ""
        if char == "}" and (last_brace_type == "" or last_brace_type == "}"):
            if last_brace_type == "" or last_brace_type == "}":
                brace_state += 1
                last_brace_type = "}"
            else:
                brace_state = 0
                last_brace_type = ""
        if wikitemplate_level == 0 and char != "{":
            processed_definition = processed_definition + char
        if wikitemplate_level > 0:
            wikitemplate = wikitemplate + char
        if brace_state == 2:  # either entering or exiting wikitemplate
            if char == "{":
                wikitemplate_level += 1
            if char == "}":
                wikitemplate_level -= 1
            if wikitemplate_level == 0:  # exiting wikitemplate
                result = handle_wikitemplate(wikitemplate)
                if result.startswith("$$PLURAL") or result.startswith("$$SYNONYM") or 
result.startswith(
                        "$$ALTSPELL") or result.startswith("$$ALTFORM"):
                    is_special = True
                    special_str = result
                else:
                    processed_definition = processed_definition + result
            if wikitemplate_level == 1:  # entering new wikitemplate
                wikitemplate = "{{"
            brace_state = 0
            last_brace_type = ""
    if not is_special:
        return processed_definition
    else:
        return special_str

def parse_wikilinks(definition):
    """Parse a definition string for wikilinks"""
    processed_definition = ""
    in_wikilink = False
    brace_state = 0
    wikilink = ""
    for char in definition:
        if char == "[" and not in_wikilink:
            brace_state += 1
        if char == "]" and in_wikilink:
            brace_state += 1
        if not in_wikilink and char != "[":
            processed_definition = processed_definition + char
        if in_wikilink:
            wikilink = wikilink + char
        if brace_state == 2:  # either entering or exiting wikilink
            in_wikilink = not in_wikilink
            if not in_wikilink:  # exiting wikilink
                processed_definition = processed_definition + handle_wikilink(wikilink)
            if in_wikilink:  # entering new wikilink
                wikilink = "[["
            brace_state = 0
    return processed_definition
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wiktionary_reader.py

# library for sem_links.py

import json
from wiktionary_parsing import *

allowed_types = ["Noun", "Adjective", "Adverb", "Conjunction", "Preposition", 
"Interjection", "Verb", "Proper Noun"]

def process_definition(headword, definition_raw, plurals_map, synonyms_map, forms_map, 
alt_spellings_map, words_data,
                       words_data_raw):
    """Parses a Wiktionary definition and adds the relevant data to the maps passed in"""
    definition_split = definition_raw.split("\n")
    definition_preproc = ""
    for line in definition_split:
        if not line.startswith("#*") and not line.startswith("##*"):  # skip quotes
            definition_preproc += line
    definition = definition_preproc.replace("\n", " ")
    # print(headword+": "+definition)
    definition = parse_wikilinks(definition)
    definition = parse_wikitemplates(definition)
    if definition.startswith("$$PLURAL"):
        plurals_map[headword] = definition.replace("$$PLURAL$$", "")
    elif definition.startswith("$$SYNONYM"):
        synonyms_map[headword] = definition.replace("$$SYNONYM$$", "")
    elif definition.startswith("$$ALTSPELL"):
        alt_spellings_map[headword] = definition.replace("$$ALTSPELL$$", "")
    elif definition.startswith("$$ALTFORM"):
        forms_map[headword] = definition.replace("$$ALTFORM$$", "")
    else:
        words_data[headword] = definition
        words_data_raw[headword] = definition_preproc.replace("\n", "$$")

def parse_file(filename, plurals_map, synonyms_map, forms_map, alt_spellings_map, 
words_data, words_data_raw):
    # data = None

    """Parses a Wiktionary json file and adds the relevant data to the maps passed in"""

    with open(filename) as data_file:
        data = json.load(data_file)

    for entry in data['text']:
        if 'subSections' not in entry:
            continue
        for entry2 in entry['subSections']:
            if entry2['title'] == "English":
                if 'subSections' not in entry2:
                    continue
                for entry3 in entry2['subSections']:
                    if entry3['title'] in allowed_types:
                        process_definition(data['title'], entry3['text'], plurals_map, 
synonyms_map, forms_map,
                                           alt_spellings_map, words_data, words_data_raw)
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